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Improving Estimates of Seismic Source Parameters Using
Surface Wave Observations: Applications to Earthquakes and
Underground Nuclear Explosions
Michael J. Howe
We address questions related to the parameterization of two distinct types of seismic sources:
earthquakes and underground nuclear explosions. For earthquakes, we focus on the improve-
ment of location parameters, latitude and longitude, using relative measurements of spatial
cluster of events. For underground nuclear explosions, we focus on the seismic source model,
especially with regard to the generation of surface waves.
We develop a procedure to improve relative earthquake location estimates by fitting pre-
dicted differential travel times to those measured by cross-correlating Rayleigh- and Love-wave
arrivals for multiple earthquakes recorded at common stations. Our procedure can be applied
to populations of earthquakes with arbitrary source mechanisms because we mitigate the phase
delay that results from surface-wave radiation patterns by making source corrections calculated
from the source mechanism solutions published in the Global CMT Catalog. We demonstrate
the effectiveness of this relocation procedure by first applying it to two suites of synthetic
earthquakes. We then relocate real earthquakes in three separate regions: two ridge-transform
systems and one subduction zone. In each scenario, relocated epicenters show a reduction in
location uncertainty compared to initial single-event location estimates.
We apply the relocation procedure on a larger scale to the seismicity of the Eltanin Fault
System which is comprised of three large transform faults: the Heezen transform, the Tharp
transform, and the Hollister transform. We examine the localization of seismicity in each trans-
form, the locations of earthquakes with atypical source mechanisms, and the spatial extent of
seismic rupture and repeating earthquakes in each transform. We show that improved relative
location estimates, aligned with bathymetry, greatly reduces the localization of seismicity on
each of the three transforms. We also show how improved location estimates enhance the abil-
ity to use earthquake locations to address geophysical questions such as the presence of atypical
earthquakes and the nature of seismic rupture along an oceanic transform fault.
We investigate the physical basis for the mb−MS discriminant, which relies on differences
between amplitudes of body waves and surface waves. We analyze observations for 71 well-
recorded underground nuclear tests that were conducted between 1977-1989 at the Balapan test
site near Semipalatinsk, Kazakhstan in the former Soviet Union. We combine revisedmb values
and earlier long-period surface-wave results with a new source model, which allows the vertical
and horizontal forces of the explosive source to be different. We introduce a scaling factor
between vertical and horizontal forces in the explosion model, to reconcile differences between
body wave and surface wave observations. We find that this parameter is well correlated with
the scaled depth of burial for UNEs at this test site. We use the modified source model to
estimate the scaled depth of burial for the 71 UNEs considered in this study.
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Seismologists use recorded ground motion to study seismic sources or the medium through
which they travel. In investigations that focus on determining properties of seismic sources,
the potentially complex influence of Earth structure on the recorded signal is something that
has to be accounted for. Relative measurement techniques are premised on the assumption
that signals traveling from two seismic sources to a common station will be modified by the
same Earth structure. Thus, the differences between the signals can be attributed to relative
differences in source parameters, and are largely insensitive to Earth structure.
The goal of this dissertation is to use relative measurements of long-period surface waves
to improve the estimation of seismic source parameters. For earthquakes, we seek to improve
relative location estimates using differential surface-wave travel times measured using a cross-
correlation technique. We also use relative surface-wave amplitudes to improve our under-
standing of the generation of seismic waves from underground nuclear explosions (UNEs).
In Chapters 2 and 3, we address limitations of earthquake location estimates. Globally,
single-event location uncertainties are typically 15–20 km (e.g., Smith & Ekström, 1996; Anto-
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lik et al., 2001). Oceanic earthquakes, with commonly worse station coverage than earthquakes
with on-land epicenters, can have location uncertainties of 30 km or more (e.g., Sverdrup, 1987;
Cronin & Sverdrup, 2003). In an effort to reduce these large location uncertainties, several tech-
niques have been successfully employed to determine precise relative location estimates using
body-wave travel times (e.g., Jordan & Sverdrup, 1981; Waldhauser & Ellsworth, 2000).
In oceanic settings, body-wave relocation efforts encounter the limitation that steeply diving
body-wave raypaths often have low amplitudes because the take-off angle is close to a node of
the radiation pattern for many events. Surface-wave relocation schemes do not have the same
limitations as body-wave relocation approaches, and they have been successfully applied to
oceanic earthquakes (e.g., Vandemark, 2006; Cleveland & Ammon, 2013, 2015). However,
surface-wave approaches have other limitations, including phase shifts due to the surface-wave
radiation pattern that affect the differential travel-time measurements that are used to relocate
earthquake epicenters.
In Chapter 2, we develop a procedure to produce precise relative earthquake location esti-
mates using surface-wave differential travel times, and we apply source corrections to mitigate
the effect of the phase shift resulting from the radiation patterns of the earthquakes. We demon-
strate the effectiveness of this relocation procedure by employing it in two experiments with
synthetic earthquakes. We then use it to relocate the epicenters of real earthquakes in several
different tectonic settings.
In Chapter 3, we apply the relocation procedure described in Chapter 2 to earthquakes in the
Eltanin Fault System (EFS), which is comprised of the Heezen, Tharp, and Hollister transforms
in the South Pacific Ocean. The combined offsets of the Pacific-Antarctic Ridge (PAR) by the
Heezen, Tharp, and Hollister transforms is ∼1000 km.
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Reported single-event location estimates for earthquakes in the EFS are very dispersed, and
it is difficult to use these estimated epicenters for the interpretation of geophysical processes.
To aid in the interpretation of the relocated epicenters, we rotate the epicenters, as a group,
to align with known bathymetric features on the seafloor. We analyze the resulting epicenters
to determine how well localized the strike-slip earthquakes on the transform faults are, the
location of several anomalous intraplate earthquakes, and the distribution of seismic slip on the
three transforms.
In Chapter 4, we shift our attention from earthquakes to underground nuclear explosions
and from relative travel-time measurements to relative surface-wave amplitudes. One of the
significant contributions that seismology has made to the effort of nuclear monitoring is the
means to locate and identify UNEs, and discriminate between waveform signals generated by
UNEs and those generated by earthquakes. One method that has been successfully employed
to this end uses differences between body-wave and surface-wave amplitudes generated by
earthquakes and those generated by UNEs (e.g., Liebermann & Pomeroy, 1969; Marshall &
Basham, 1972). Called the mb–MS discriminant, it has successfully enabled differentiating
between earthquakes and UNEs for several nuclear testing regions.
While the mb–MS discriminant has been very successful historically, recent underground
nuclear tests in North Korea are not well discriminated by traditional mb–MS methods (e.g.,
Selby et al., 2012). We build upon the results of Ekström & Richards (1994), who measured
relative surface-wave amplitudes for UNEs carried out at the Semipalatinsk Test Site (STS)
in eastern Kazakhstan in an attempt to reconcile yield estimates from body waves with those
from surface waves. They were unable to reconcile the yield estimates using a source model
that combined an isotropic explosion with a double-couple mechanism of tectonic release. To
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pursue the reconciliation of body-wave and surface-wave observations from UNEs, we develop
a new seismic source model that allows the explosive source to be non-isotropic.
We present in-depth analysis of precise relative earthquake locations in Chapters 2 and 3,
and the development of a new seismic source model for underground nuclear explosions in
Chapter 4. The overall results are discussed in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2
Improving Relative Locations Using
Surface Wave Source Corrections
Abstract
We develop a procedure to improve estimates of relative earthquake locations. We fit predicted
differential travel times to those measured by cross-correlating Rayleigh and Love wave ar-
rivals for multiple earthquakes recorded at common stations. We correct the phase of the cross-
correlation functions for the source mechanisms of the earthquakes, thus mitigating effects of
an azimuthally varying phase delay that must usually be taken into account when estimating
the relative location of two events with different focal mechanisms. We demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of the relocation procedure by first applying it to two suites of synthetic earthquakes.
We then relocate real earthquakes in three separate regions: two ridge-transform systems and
one subduction zone. In each scenario, relocated epicenters show a reduction in location uncer-
tainty compared to initial single-event location estimates. We demonstrate that the inclusion of
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source corrections in the relocation procedure results in improved location estimates, compared
to relocations without source corrections.
2.1 Introduction
Earthquake locations are fundamental data products used in seismology and geophysics, and
are important for many purposes. Location uncertainties are not uniform, and are affected by
earthquake size, proximity to stations, and azimuthal station coverage. Uncertainties in loca-
tions are not small, typically about 15–20 km (e.g., Smith & Ekström, 1996; Antolik et al.,
2001). Uncertainties for teleseismic locations are particularly high, due to sub-optimal station
coverage and the aggregated effect of uncertainties in earth models. Figure 2.1 illustrates stan-
dard location capabilities on the Pacific-Antarctic ridge-transform system in the South Pacific
near the Balleny Islands. The locations plotted are from the Preliminary Determination of Epi-
centers (PDE) catalog of the NEIC. The locations define two linear segments of seismicity,
but the segments are very diffuse. From these locations estimates alone, one could interpret
the transform segments as being broad deformational zones instead of localized faults. More
accurate location estimates may reveal a different picture.
Several approaches have been developed to improve earthquake location estimates and re-
duce location uncertainties. Engdahl et al. (1998) made use of multiple body-wave phases to
improve upon classic P- and S-wave locations. This approach does not address uncertainties
resulting from using a spherically symmetric Earth model to represent a heterogeneous Earth.
To address the effects of lateral heterogeneities, the incorporation of 3D Earth models have
been used to improve earthquake location estimates with some success (e.g., Smith & Ekström,
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1996; Antolik et al., 2001; Yang et al., 2004). Antolik et al. (2001) combined the use of 3D
Earth models with station corrections to further correct for heterogeneities in the Earth. To mit-
igate the complexities resulting from lateral heterogeneities, some approaches seek to improve
relative earthquake location estimates instead of absolute estimates (e.g., Jordan & Sverdrup,
1981; Waldhauser & Ellsworth, 2000). The premise of these methods is that if two events have
epicenters in close proximity, the source-receiver paths to a common station will be almost
the same. Any differences in travel times can be attributed to the relative location of the two
earthquakes, not a result of heterogeneities between the source and the receiver. Body-wave
double-difference techniques have been successful in reducing relative location uncertainties,
especially for clusters of earthquakes recorded at local and regional distances.
Due to large geographical variations in wave speed and dispersion, surface waves are diffi-
cult to use for determining absolute earthquake locations, but they have been used successfully
to constrain relative earthquake locations. At teleseismic distances, relative epicenter loca-
tion methods using surface waves have several advantages over body-wave approaches. Sur-
face waves are typically the largest-amplitude signals recorded at teleseismic distances. Also,
because surface waves have slower horizontal velocities than do body waves, variations in
surface-wave arrival times reflect smaller horizontal shifts than those of steeply diving body
waves.
Von Seggern (1972) developed a method to calculate relative locations of seismic events,
such as underground explosions and cavity collapses, by cross correlating surface-wave signals
to obtain differential travel times of the events recorded at common stations. Surface-wave sig-
nals have been successfully employed in this way to relocate selected events in the oceans (e.g.,
Forsyth et al., 2003; McGuire, 2008). These approaches have been extended to improve relative
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locations of large numbers of earthquakes systematically (e.g., Vandemark, 2006; Cleveland
& Ammon, 2013, 2015). Cleveland & Ammon (2013) improved relative earthquake locations
in the Panama Fracture Zone (PFZ) using cross-correlated differential travel times of 30–80
second Rayleigh waves, finding average relative location uncertainties to have been reduced
to ∼5 km, with many events having uncertainties within 1–2 km. Complexities inherent in
surface wave signals necessitated extensive quality control procedures, specifically to ensure
high signal-to-noise ratios and the similarity of earthquake source mechanisms. Their choice
of quality-control parameters was informed by their examination of uncertainties introduced by
errors in depth as well as non-uniformity of source mechanisms.
In addition to amplitude, there is an inherent phase-shift in surface-wave radiation patterns.
Previous applications have therefore been limited to determining relative locations between
events with similar mechanisms. If, however, the effects of source mechanisms can be pre-
dicted and mitigated, event relocations can be expanded to regions with diverse populations of
earthquakes. The restrictions associated with non-uniform source mechanisms, and the attempt
to overcome these restrictions, are the topics addressed in this paper.
In the sections that follow, we describe a method for surface-wave relocation that incor-
porates the correction of source effects. We first lay out the theory for why a correction is
necessary, and then describe the elements of an implementation. We apply the new relocation
algorithm to several different earthquake-relocation scenarios. We start with synthetic earth-
quakes to assess whether the concept works in an ideal setting, and then move on to investigate
data from real earthquakes.
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2.2 Theory
We begin with expressions describing the dependence of Rayleigh and Love wave displacement
on excitation and propagation (e.g. Aki & Richards, 1980). As a function of angular frequency,
ω, the fundamental-mode Rayleigh wave displacement observed on the vertical component can
be written
uRayleigh(ω) = GR(ω)× {p1(ω)[1
2
(cos 2Φ + 1)Mxx − 1
2
(cos 2Φ− 1)Myy + sin 2ΦMxy]
+ip2(ω)[cos ΦMxz + sin ΦMyz] + p3(ω)Mzz} (2.1)
and the fundamental-mode Love wave displacement observed on the transverse component can
be written
uLove(ω) = GL(ω)× {q1(ω)[sin 2ΦMxx − sin 2ΦMyy − 2 cos 2ΦMxy]
+iq2(ω)[sin ΦMxz − cos ΦMyz]}. (2.2)
The complex-valued functions GR(ω) and GL(ω) contain the propagation and receiver ef-
fects; the real-valued p1(ω), p2(ω), p3(ω), q1(ω) and q2(ω) represent excitation that depends on
elastic Earth structure at the source and the earthquake focal depth; Φ is the take-off azimuth
at the source; and Mij are the moment-tensor elements of the source. Each term contributes to
the overall amplitude of the surface wave. The terms involving Mxz and Myz are phase shifted
with respect to terms involving other components of the moment tensor.
We identify the terms in curly brackets in equations (2.1) and (2.2) as the source pulse S(ω)
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and write
S(ω) = R(ω) + iJ(ω), (2.3)
to separate it into its real and imaginary parts. A simplified expression for the surface-wave dis-
placement is then u(ω) = G(ω)S(ω). The imaginary part of S(ω) will be zero for mechanisms
with Mxz = Myz = 0, i.e., with no vertical dip-slip component.
Consider now two earthquakes, A and B, and their respective surface waves uA and uB,
where uA(ω) = GA(ω)SA(ω) and uB(ω) = GB(ω)SB(ω). Cross-correlation of these surface
waves yields the cross-correlation function
CAB(ω) = GA∗GBSA∗SB
= GA∗GB · [RARB + JAJB + i(RAJB − JARB)], (2.4)
where we have dropped the ω on the right-hand side for simplicity.
When the earthquakes A and B are near each other, the difference in propagation effects can
be approximated as an absolute time shift and a time shift due to the relative positions of the
events. We write the approximate Green function for event B as
GB
′
(ω) = GA(ω) exp{iω[τ − X
c(ω)
cos(Φ− α)]}, (2.5)
where source B is separated from source A by distance X in azimuth α, τ is the time delay
of source B with respect to A, and c(ω) is the local surface-wave phase velocity. The cross-
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correlation function then becomes
CAB
′
(ω) = |GA|2 ·exp{iω[τ− X
c(ω)
cos(Φ−α)]}·[RARB+JAJB+i(RAJB−JARB)]. (2.6)
The factors that determine the cross-correlation function can now be identified as (1) the power
spectrum of the wave-propagation term, (2) a frequency-dependent time shift due to differences
in origin time and location, and (3) a product of complex source-excitation terms. We note that
if c(ω) varies slowly with frequency, the time shift will be nearly frequency independent for a
narrow-band-filtered cross-correlation function. The combined source-excitation factor (3) will
be a purely real number when both sources have Mxz = Myz = 0 or when RAJB = JARB,
the latter being true, for example, when the moment tensors differ only by a scaling factor and
the earthquakes occur at the same depth. The cross-correlation function is then described by a
time-shifted real function whose power spectrum depends on the power spectrum of the wave-
propagation term and the real product of the source-excitation spectra. The time shift of the
peak in the cross-correlation function, which can have a positive or negative polarity, is then
the differential travel time of the two events recorded at the common station.
Previous studies using surface waves to locate earthquakes relative to each other have
considered only earthquakes with similar mechanisms and depths (e.g. Forsyth et al., 2003;
McGuire, 2008; Cleveland & Ammon, 2013), to allow the assumption that the product of the
source-excitation factors, SA∗SB, is real. When this product is not purely real, the cross-
correlation function will be distorted by a frequency-dependent phase shift, such that the time
shift of the cross-correlation peak no longer directly reflects differences in location. How-
ever, as suggested by equation (2.6), if the focal mechanisms and depths of the earthquakes
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are known, the more general case of earthquakes with varying focal mechanisms and depths
can be addressed, at least in principle. Dividing the observed cross-correlation function by the





from which depth and radiation-pattern effects have been removed. The correction has several
effects: First, the phases and polarities introduced by the radiation patterns of the earthquake
sources are removed, making the peak of the cross-correlation function positive and its time
shift again directly related to the relative location of the events. Second, because the correc-
tion includes the amplitudes of the radiation patterns, the amplitude of the corrected cross-
correlation function is normalized.
2.3 Basic Relocation method
In this section we describe an implementation of a surface-wave-based relocation algorithm that
follows the approach outlined in the Theory section, but that does not include corrections for
radiation-pattern effects. This implementation is similar in several ways to earlier approaches
for relative earthquake location using surface-wave cross correlations (e.g. Vandemark, 2006;
Cleveland & Ammon, 2013, 2015), but differs in the technical details. In particular, we design
most tasks of the procedure to be automated, requiring minimal user input. In Section 2.4, we
describe the modification of this basic algorithm to incorporate radiation-pattern corrections,
as described by equation 3.3.
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2.3.1 Implementation
We choose a group of earthquakes in a region of interest and identify all pairs of events with
initial inter-event distances smaller than a prescribed value. For a group of N earthquakes, this
procedure produces at most N(N − 1)/2 unique links between earthquake pairs.
We select earthquakes to analyze from the Global CMT catalog (Ekström et al., 2012),
and gather waveform data from the IRIS Data Management Center (DMC) for every station in
the Global Seismographic Network (GSN). We remove the instrument response and rotate the
horizontal components to isolate the Love wave on the transverse component. We use only the
vertical component for the Rayleigh wave. We filter the displacement waveforms in two period
bands: 25–50 seconds and 40–80 seconds. The use of two nearly independent period bands
allows us to collect travel-time measurements at shorter periods, where the seismic signal is
usually larger, and at longer periods, where we expect fewer complex wave-propagation effects.
We then remove the frequency-dependent propagation phase of the fundamental-mode sur-
face wave using the global dispersion model GDM52 (Ekström, 2011). This compresses the
surface-wave signals, aligns them on the earthquake origin times, and helps isolate the signals
from contamination by other earthquakes.
We extract a 100-second window of the compressed surface-wave signal, centered on the
reported origin time. We cross-correlate the windowed waveforms of linked pairs of earth-
quakes recorded at common stations, and find the time and amplitude of the maximum abso-
lute correlation in the two period bands. The time delay of the positive or negative maximum
of the cross-correlation function is the observed differential travel time, δto, between the two
earthquakes. For further analysis, we retain only observations for which the magnitude of the
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normalized correlation value is greater than or equal to 0.9. The relation of the differential
travel times to the relative locations of the earthquakes can be described as





where δtpjki is the predicted differential travel time between events j and k, recorded at station i;
Rearth is the radius of the earth in km; T , λ and φ are the origin times, latitudes and longitudes
of the events in seconds and degrees; and Φ is the azimuth from event to station. The slowness
p corresponds to short- and long-period Rayleigh wave phase velocities of 3.91 km/s and 3.96
km/s, respectively, and short- and long-period Love wave phase velocities of 4.38 km/s and
4.51 km/s, calculated using the Preliminary Reference Earth model (PREM; Dziewonski &
Anderson, 1981).
We use the differential travel times measured for Rayleigh and Love waves for all linked
event pairs to estimate new origin times and geographical coordinates. We use an iterative
approach, with linearized partial derivatives for the variables in the inversion. We minimize a
measure of residual misfit, ε, for the weighted differential travel times of all of the event pairs
in the selected region simultaneously, where
ε = Σ((δtojki − δtpjki)2 · w2jki), (2.9)
and the weight wjki of each travel-time residual depends on the magnitude of the differen-
tial residual from the previous or initial estimate and on the inter-event distance. Travel-time
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residuals less than or equal to 5 seconds are given full weight, and residuals are progressively
downweighted on a linear scale between 5 and 15 seconds. Observations with residuals greater
than 15 seconds are classified as outliers and are given zero weight. Differential travel times
associated with pairs of earthquakes with inter-event distances smaller than 0.5 degrees receive
full weight. For larger inter-event distances, weights are decreased by ∆0/∆ where ∆0 is 0.5◦
and ∆ is the inter-event distance. We choose 200 km as the maximum distance for connecting
earthquake pairs, and we update the weights after each iteration. We require a minimum num-
ber of residuals for an event to be considered for relocation. The actual number of residuals
required varies by region; a typical number is on the order of 100 residuals.
To eliminate the indeterminacy introduced by consideration of differential travel-time mea-
surements, we apply three additional constraints: we require the sums of the perturbations in
latitude, longitude and origin time of all relocated earthquakes to be zero. That is, the geo-
graphical and temporal centroids of the earthquake cluster are held fixed in the inversion.
2.3.2 Location Quality and Uncertainty
We assess the quality of the locations after relocation using several metrics. We calculate the
RMS misfit between observed and predicted differential travel times for each event pair,
RMSjk =
√√√√∑i {(δtojki − δtpjki)2}
Njk
, (2.10)
where (δtojki − δtpjki) is the ith residual for event pair jk and Njk is the number of residuals,
with outliers omitted. We also calculate a single-event RMS misfit, which is the average of all
the event-pair RMS misfits that include the event of interest.
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We calculate formal estimates of the uncertainties in latitude, longitude, and origin time for
each event by scaling the diagonal elements of the inverse inner-product matrix by the RMS
misfit. We have many thousands of differential travel times available for each earthquake result-
ing in very small formal location uncertainties. In practice, however, the formal uncertainties
can become unrealistically small because sources of uncertainty are not consistent between ev-
ery station and every measurement. These variable sources of uncertainty are not well captured
by the formal uncertainty. For this reason, we also develop an alternative, empirical estimate
of location uncertainty.
The empirical location uncertainty is based on the differences in locations obtained in eight
separate inversions of the differential travel-time data set. One of the inversions uses the full
data set, and the other seven use subsamples of the data. Two subsamples are formed by
including every other residual. Three additional subsamples are formed by considering every
third residual. The final two subsamples are formed by selecting only the short-period or only
the long-period observations. When the spread of geographical locations estimated from the
subsampled data sets is small, we infer that the estimate resulting from the inversion that uses
the full dataset is robust. We define the empirical location uncertainty as the diameter of the
smallest circle that encloses all eight location estimates for a given event.
2.3.3 Synthetic Experiments
We perform two synthetic experiments to investigate the performance of the relocation algo-
rithm. In each experiment, we create full synthetic waveforms for a set of earthquakes with
prescribed locations and moment tensors, and then treat the synthetic waveforms in the same
way as real data. The synthetic waveforms are calculated using normal-mode summation in
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PREM (Dziewonski & Anderson, 1981), with corrections for lateral heterogeneity using the
3-D Earth model SH8/U4L8 (Dziewonski & Woodward, 1992). We calculate waveforms for
24 stations at approximately 80 degrees distance from the center of the simulated earthquake
region and at 15-degree azimuthal spacing.
For our first experiment, hereafter referred to as Experiment 1, we calculate waveforms
for eight synthetic earthquakes with similar source mechanisms: north-striking, near-vertical
strike-slip faulting. For these events the values of theMxz andMyz moment-tensor components
are less than 20% of the largest component, resulting in dip angles ranging from 80◦ to 90◦ and
correspondingly small phase shifts in the radiation patterns. The source parameters of the eight
synthetic earthquakes are given in Table 1. The true epicenters of the events are 0.5 degrees
apart, arranged in a grid pattern (Figure 2.2). We prescribe the starting epicenters of all the
events to be the same, in the center of the distribution of true epicenters, thereby simulating
initial location errors of 25–75 km.
We relocate the events using the algorithm described in section 2.3.1. The relocation proce-
dure includes the removal of phase delays of the fundamental-mode Rayleigh and Love waves
using the global dispersion model GDM52 [Ekström, 2011]. Because this model is different
from the one used to create the synthetic waveforms, this phase correction introduces some
realistic noise into the simulated relocation. Interference from body waves and surface-wave
overtones included in the synthetic waveforms are additional sources of error.
We evaluate the success of the event relocation by comparing the relocated epicenters to
the true epicenters. Initial and relocated epicenters are shown in Figure 2.2 and the epicenters
before and after relocation are given in Table 2.2. The relocated epicenters are much improved
from the initial epicenters. After relocation, the RMS travel-time residual is reduced to 1.6
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seconds, 11% of the initial value. The average location error is 0.7 ± 0.5 km, where 0.5 km is
the standard deviation of the distribution of location errors for all events. The average empirical
uncertainty is 0.5 ± 0.1 km.The largest remaining location errors are for the events with the
largest vertical-dip-slip components, consistent with the predicted effect of source phase on the
measured differential travel times.
In the second experiment, hereafter referred to as Experiment 2, we simulate earthquakes
in a subduction zone, including outer-rise normal-faulting events, upper-plate thrust-faulting
events, and interplate, shallowly dipping thrust events. The outer-rise and upper-plate events
are shallow and have small vertical-dip-slip components. The interplate events span a range
of depths and have large vertical-dip-slip components, reflecting the shallow dips of the focal
mechanisms. We calculate waveforms for 19 synthetic earthquakes. The source parameters for
the earthquakes are given in Table 2.3.
The true locations of outer-rise and interplate events are arranged in a 0.5× 0.5-degree grid
pattern (Figure 2.3A). The outer-rise events occupy the southernmost row and the interplate
events extend to the north, gradually increasing in depth to about 50 km. Three upper-plate
events are located in the center of the grid, spaced 0.5 degrees apart, with depths of 10–12 km.
The upper-plate events are 10–20 km shallower than the interplate events at similar latitude.
The prescribed initial epicenters are shown in Figure 2.3B. The initial location errors have
a mean and standard deviation of 23.9 km and 12.8 km, respectively. After relocation (Fig-
ure 2.3C and Table 2.4), the average location errors are 10.6 ± 5.1 km.The average empiri-
cal uncertainty after relocation is 10.2 ± 4.0 km.The RMS travel-time residual is reduced to
5.3 seconds, 56% of the initial value. While the relocation improves the absolute and relative
event locations, the errors after relocation are larger than in Experiment 1, a result of the larger
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dip-slip components of the earthquakes. Events with similar source mechanisms are system-
atically shifted either to the north or the south of the true epicenters, reflecting the fact that
similar source mechanisms produce similar phase shifts, and corresponding shifts in the mea-
sured travel times. This effect results in systematic location biases for groups of earthquakes
with similar focal mechanisms. The overall effect, in the case of Experiment 2, is that the
inter-event distance between outer-rise events and plate-interface events appears greater than it
actually is.
2.3.4 Application to Real Data — The Blanco Transform Fault Zone
As a further test of the basic relocation algorithm, we relocate a set of real earthquakes in
the Blanco Transform Fault Zone (BTFZ), which is a ridge-transform plate boundary between
the Juan de Fuca and Pacific plates off the northwest coast of the United States, seaward of
the Cascadia subduction zone. This fault system produces both strike-slip and normal-faulting
earthquakes, but generally lacks earthquakes with large vertical-dip-slip components. Thus,
we do not expect the source mechanisms to have large effects on the performance of the re-
location algorithm. Unlike in the synthetic experiments, we do not know the true locations of
these events, but we do expect the earthquakes to follow characteristic ridge-transform faulting
geometry, with linear segments of strike-slip events separated by ridge segments with normal-
faulting events.
We apply our inversion algorithm to the 41 events occurring in the BTFZ from 1976–2014
with moment magnitudes greater than 5.5 in the Global CMT catalog. The initial locations
from the Preliminary Determination of Epicenters (PDE) catalog of the National Earthquake
Information Center (NEIC) and the relocated epicenters are shown in Figure 2.4. Of the initial
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310,291 residuals with correlation values greater than 0.9, 269,228 were used in the reloca-
tion inversion. The remaining residuals are omitted from the inversion based on the criteria
described in Section 2.3.1. After relocation, the RMS travel-time residual is reduced to 2.4 sec-
onds, 22% of the initial value. The average empirical location uncertainty is 2.2 ± 1.9 km.
The average relocation distance is 13.5 ± 10.2 km. The minimum and maximum relocation
distances are 1.5 km and 56.9 km.
The initial PDE locations do not clearly delineate where single transform segments are sep-
arated by ridge offsets. After relocation, two distinct transform-fault segments are clear, with
slightly different orientations. Several normal-faulting earthquakes lie between the transform
segments. This pattern is consistent with an understanding of the morphology of the BTFZ
as a zone separated into several transform segments, with areas of extension between them.
The normal-faulting earthquakes are consistent with the location of the Cascade Depression
(Embley & Wilson, 1991). Cleveland et al. (2015) relocated earthquakes in this region and
described a similar pattern, with two distinct lineations of strike-slip seismicity and a cluster of
normal-faulting earthquakes between them. We also observe a reduction in the spread of the
epicenters perpendicular to the transform segments from the initial to the relocated epicenters.
Prior to relocation, the spread of epicenters in the western transform segment is approximately
20 km, and in the eastern transform segment, approximately 40 km. After relocation, the spread
is reduced to approximately 10 km in the western segment and less than 10 km in the eastern
segment.
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2.4 Relocation with source corrections
In this section we describe the implementation of earthquake source corrections in the reloca-
tion algorithm. We retain each step of the procedure described in Section 3, but add two steps
aimed at removing the effects of the radiation pattern of each earthquake source.
In step 1, we obtain moment-tensor elements and centroid depths for the two earthquakes
in each linked earthquake pair from the Global CMT catalog (Ekström et al., 2012) and com-
pute the source-excitation functions, SA and SB, for Love and Rayleigh waves recorded at
each common station. The source-excitation functions are calculated using PREM (Dziewon-
ski & Anderson, 1981). The product SA∗SB is the combined source-excitation function for
the earthquake pair. In the frequency domain, we divide the cross-correlation function by this
combined source-excitation function at each frequency, as described in equation 3.3. The re-
sulting source-corrected cross-correlation function is then expected to be, within the limits of
accuracy of the correction function, independent of the radiation pattern of either source. We
make travel-time measurements on the corrected cross-correlation function. As the polarity of
the radiation pattern has been accounted for, we consider only positive peaks in the corrected
cross-correlation function.
Figure 2.5 illustrates the effect of the source corrections on the differential travel times
for an event pair from Experiment 2 that consists of a shallowly dipping plate-interface event
and an upper-plate thrust-faulting event. The phases of the radiation patterns are shown for the
individual events, along with the combined radiation pattern for the two events. The differential
travel times are shown with and without source corrections. The differential travel times that
use source corrections match the expected pattern of smooth variation with azimuth better than
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the uncorrected observations.
In step 2, we compare the correlation values obtained from corrected and uncorrected cross-
correlation functions. As discussed further in Sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2, errors in source param-
eters can in some cases reduce the correlation after correction. To account for this possibility,
we choose in each case to include in the inversion the travel-time measurement, corrected or
uncorrected, that is associated with a higher correlation value.
2.4.1 Synthetic Experiments
We apply the relocation procedure, with source corrections, to the suite of synthetic earthquakes
from Experiment 1. These earthquakes have strike-slip mechanisms with nearly vertical dips.
Since the phase contributed to the radiation patterns is small, we expect the results of the
relocation to be similar to those described in Section 2.3.3. We again prescribe the starting
locations for all of the events to be the same, in the center of the distribution of true locations
(Figure 2.2).
We relocate the events using the source-corrected differential travel times. The relocated
epicenters are listed in Table 2.2, and a comparison of the location errors with and without
source corrections is shown in Figure 2.6. The RMS travel-time residual is reduced to 0.8 sec-
onds, about half of the value from the relocation without source corrections. The average
location error is 0.4 ± 0.2 km, compared with 0.7 ± 0.5 km prior to the application of source
corrections. The average empirical uncertainty is 0.5 ± 0.1 km.The surface-wave travel time
corresponding to distances this small is a fraction of a second, suggesting that these relative
locations are near the practical limit of achievable precision using long-period surface waves.
We then relocate the events in the simulated subduction zone (Experiment 2) using source
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corrections. After relocation with source corrections, the RMS travel-time residual is reduced
to 1.5 seconds, less than a third of the value achieved without source corrections. The average
location error is 0.6 km, compared with 10.6 km prior to correction. The average empirical
uncertainty is 0.9 ± 0.4 km.The epicenters relocated using source corrections are shown in
Figure 2.3D, and a comparison of the location errors with and without source corrections is
shown in Figure 2.7.
2.4.2 The Effects of Imperfect Source Corrections and Reduced Station
Coverage
Our synthetic tests thus far have assumed perfect knowledge of the earthquake focal mecha-
nisms and depths, as well as azimuthally uniform station coverage. Here, we use the set of
events in Experiment 2 to investigate the effects of imperfect knowledge of the earthquake
mechanism and depth and of poorer station coverage.
In the Global CMT solutions, shallow earthquakes have the largest uncertainties in the
vertical dip-slip components of the moment tensor. In addition to assessing the impact of these
limitations on the quality of the relocated epicenters, we examine the effect on the selection of
residuals with source corrections compared to residuals that are retained without having any
source corrections, as discussed in step two of Section 2.4. With perfect source corrections and
good station coverage, 81% of the residuals used included source corrections.
We first investigate the effects of errors in the centroid depth. The true depth uncertainties
of earthquakes in the Global CMT catalog are not well known, and are likely variable over time,
event magnitude, and between geographical locations. Resolution of the depths for very shal-
low earthquakes is poor because of the long-wavelength data used in the analysis. To simulate
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errors in the catalog depths, we set the depth of each of our test events to the nearest multiple
of 15 km where we calculate the source corrections. For example, true depths of 12 km and
19 km would both be set to 15 km. A true depth of 32 km would be set to 30 km. The synthetic
waveforms are generated using the true depths, while the source corrections are made using
the incorrect, modified depths. When the relocation algorithm is applied to the Experiment 2
events, 73% of the total residuals used in the inversion included source corrections, 8% fewer
than in the case of perfect source corrections. The average location error after relocation is
1.8 ± 1.2 km, and the average empirical location uncertainty is 1.4 ± 0.5 km, compared with
0.6 ± 0.3 km and 0.9 ± 0.4 km using perfect source corrections. Comparisons of the errors
between epicenters relocated using perfect source corrections and those with depth errors are
shown in Figures 2.8A and 2.8B.
As a second test, we investigate the effect of errors in the moment tensor. To simulate uncer-
tainties in the vertical dip-slip components of the earthquakes in Experiment 2, we introduce
errors in the values of Mxz and Myz for each of the mechanisms included in the experiment
similar to typical uncertainties given for these components in the Global CMT catalog. For the
shallow-dipping plate-interface events in Experiment 2, the introduced errors generate changes
in the dip angles of ∼5◦. We make source corrections using the moment tensors with errors in
the vertical dip-slip components, and relocate the events. Of the total residuals used in the in-
version in this case, 80% include source corrections, only 1% less than in the case with perfect
source corrections. The average location error after relocation is 1.2± 0.6 km, with an average
empirical location uncertainty of 1.2 ± 0.5 km, a slightly smaller degradation of the solution
than that resulting from errors in depth. Comparisons of the errors between relocated epicen-
ters using perfect source corrections and those with errors in focal mechanisms are shown in
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Figures 2.8C and 2.8D.
The relocation results are also likely to be influenced by the station coverage. Thus far,
the station coverage for our synthetic experiments has been isotropic. A more realistic station
distribution may have large azimuthal gaps. To simulate this condition, we omit observations
from all stations to the west of the events in Experiment 2, retaining only stations from 0◦–180◦
azimuth. We use source corrections with perfect focal-mechanism and centroid-depth informa-
tion in order to isolate the effects of the station distribution. The average location error after
relocation is 1.8±0.8 km, and the average empirical location uncertainty is 1.8±0.7 km.These
values are similar to the errors obtained with incorrect depths and, as expected, slightly larger
than those with isotropic station coverage. Comparisons of the errors and uncertainties be-
tween relocated epicenters using isotropic station coverage and those using sub-optimal station
coverage are shown in Figures 2.8E and 2.8F.
A comparison of the mean location errors obtained in the tests using true and degraded
source corrections and azimuthally uniform and non-uniform station coverage is shown in Fig-
ure 2.9. The relocations that use source corrections, even those with errors in the corrections
and non-ideal station coverage, have a smaller average location error than relocations without
source corrections. In each of the ’degraded’ cases, the mean location error is<2 km, compared
with ∼10 km when no source corrections are applied. Of the three imperfect scenarios, it ap-
pears that errors in depth lead to the largest reduction in effectiveness of the source correction.
The relatively small deterioration in the quality of the relocated epicenters with the introduc-
tion of imperfections in source depth, source mechanism or station distribution suggests that the
improvement in location accuracy obtained using source corrections is robust with respect to
perturbations associated with common deficiencies of real data. Larger errors in source param-
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eters than those used in these experiments would be expected to have correspondingly larger
effects on the locations.
2.4.3 Application to Real Data — Blanco Transform Fault Zone
We again relocate the earthquakes of the Blanco Transform Fault Zone described in Sec-
tion 2.3.4, this time using relocation procedure with source corrections. We use source pa-
rameters from the Global CMT catalog to compute the source corrections for each event pair.
Of the initial 318,174 residuals, 281,184 were used in the relocation inversion. The number
of residuals are larger than those in Section 2.3.4 because when we apply source corrections,
more residuals have an associated correlation value above the threshold value of 0.9. After
relocation, the RMS travel-time residual was reduced to 2.5 seconds, nearly identical to the
value of 2.4 seconds obtained in the basic inversion.The average empirical epicentral location
uncertainty is 2.7± 4.5 km, slightly larger than the value of 2.2± 1.9 km achieved in the basic
inversion.The average relocation distance is 12.7 ± 10.1 km, slightly smaller than the average
relocation distance of 13.5 km prior to using source corrections. The minimum and maximum
relocation distances were 1.8 km and 55.7 km. The new locations using source corrections are
shown in Figure 2.4 together with the initial epicenters and the relocated epicenters without
source corrections. The average difference between the relocated epicenters using the basic
and source-corrected approaches is 1.3 ± 2.2 km.The minimum difference is 0.2 km and the
maximum difference is 13.2 km. Most of the differences between location estimates with and
without source corrections are less than 4 km. Two events show larger differences: Events
082192B and 090202E both have normal-faulting mechanisms. The different source mech-
anism relative to the majority of earthquakes in the population would be expected to result
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in larger source corrections, and consequently larger differences between relocated epicenters
using the basic and source-corrected approaches.
Figure 2.10 illustrates the distribution of empirical uncertainties for each event for the re-
location procedures with and without source corrections. While many events show a reduction
of empirical uncertainty when the source-corrected approach is used, there are several events
that have a larger empirical uncertainty when the source-corrected approach is used. This ob-
servation is consistent with the slight increase in the average location uncertainty when source
corrections are used. We believe this shows that both relocation approaches work well in this
tectonic setting, where population of events is mainly comprised of earthquakes with strike-slip
focal mechanisms. The radiation patterns for strike-slip earthquakes have small phase shifts so
we expect the basic and source-corrected approaches to behave similarly.
Two events merit further consideration. One of the normal-faulting events, 090202E, which
shows a large difference in location estimates with and without source corrections, also shows
a much larger empirical uncertainty when source corrections are used.This event is represented
by the red bar near 30 km on the left panel of Figure 2.10 and by the outlying point in the
right panel.The large empirical uncertainty is due to the subsample of data that uses the long-
period band. Locations using the other subsamples have a smaller spatial spread. Another
earthquake in a similar location to this event preceded it by one minute, and interference from
this event may have affected the data quality for 090202E.The preceding event was slightly
smaller, and there was no solution published in the Global CMT catalog so it is not included
in our analysis. These two events began a sequence that included at least 12 events above
magnitude 3.6 within a six hours of the first event. The second event with a large location
uncertainty after relocation is 060200C, which is a transform event located at the far western
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end of the BTFZ. The empirical location uncertainty for this event is greater than 10 km for
relocations both with and without source corrections. The large uncertainty for this event may
be related to its location at the far end of the group of earthquakes in the BTFZ: it is linked to
fewer earthquakes than many other events in the dataset and the linked earthquakes fall within
a small azimuthal range. The empirical uncertainties of the remaining events fall below 5 km.
2.4.4 Application to Real Data — Aleutian Island Arc Subduction Zone
The results of our synthetic experiments suggest that corrections for the source mechanism are
most important in tectonic settings, such as subduction zones, where the focal mechanisms
show a high level of variability. Here, we apply the relocation algorithm with and without
source corrections to a section of a subduction zone – the Aleutian Island Arc (AIA). Unlike
in the BTFZ, earthquakes in the AIA have a large range of depths and focal mechanisms. We
identified 127 earthquakes with centroid depths less than 60 km and magnitudes greater than
5.5 from the Global CMT catalog in a 300-km-long section of the island arc near Umnak Island
(Figure 2.11. We applied our relocation procedure to these 127 events, 126 of which met the
criteria for successful relocation.
For the inversion without source corrections, 852,725 of the original 1,076,185 residuals
were used. The resulting epicenters are relocated an average of 15.0 ± 9.2 km.The minimum
and maximum relocation distances are 0.4 km and 65.5 km, respectively. The mean RMS misfit
is reduced to 4.4 seconds, 33% of its initial value. The average empirical epicentral location
uncertainties were 9.49± 10.2 km.
For the inversion using source corrections, 955,433 of the original 1,129,921 residuals were
used. Just as with the BTFZ, the larger number of original residuals reflects the fact that with
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the inclusion of source corrections, more residuals have correlation values that fall above the
acceptance threshold of 0.9. The resulting epicenters are relocated an average distance of
16.3 ± 9.5 km.The minimum and maximum relocation distances were 1.7 km and 59.2 km.
The mean RMS misfit is reduced to 4.3 seconds, 34% of its initial value. The average em-
pirical epicentral location uncertainties are 6.9 ± 6.5 km.As we expect, the location estimates
with source corrections show larger differences compared to those without source corrections
than in the BTFZ, where the variety of focal mechanisms is more limited. The average dif-
ference between the relocated epicenters using the basic and source-corrected approaches is
7.1 ± 6.8 km.The minimum difference is 0.3 km and the maximum difference is 52.1 km.
Three events show differences larger than 20 km.
The empirical uncertainties and their distributions for the two relocation approaches are
plotted in Figure 2.12. Though a few events show larger uncertainties in the relocation with
source corrections, the uncertainties for most events are reduced, and all uncertainties are
smaller than 35 km when source corrections are included.
We observe several qualitative characteristics of the relocations. In both relocation ap-
proaches, outer-rise, normal-faulting earthquakes tend to relocate closer to the trench than the
initial location estimates (not shown). Also, earthquakes with focal mechanisms representa-
tive of interplate rupture tend to relocate up dip towards the trench. Both trends are more
pronounced when source corrections are used, consistent with the results of Experiment 2. Fig-
ure 2.11 shows the location differences between the basic and the source-corrected relocation
procedures for the events in the AIA. The outer-rise events relocate closer to the trench when
source-corrections are used, as do the plate-interface events. As in Experiment 2, this pattern
indicates that the inter-event distances decrease between interplate events and outer-rise events
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when relocations are performed with source corrections.
2.5 Discussion
2.5.1 Empirical Location Uncertainty
An important issue for the use of the results of any earthquake-location effort is the uncertainty
associated with each location. If the uncertainty is realistic, this quantity is the ideal parameter
on which to base selection of events for interpretation of further analysis. Formal location un-
certainties, based on the fit of travel-time data, are often unrealistically small when calculated
from datasets including a large number of observations. For example, typical formal uncer-
tainties for our synthetic experiments are ∼0.1–0.5 km, which is much smaller than the true
location errors. To address this issue, we introduced the empirical location uncertainty as an
alternative to the formal uncertainty. The results of Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 show that
the average empirical location uncertainties are similar in size and spread to true location errors
for relocations calculated both with and without source corrections, as illustrated in Figure 2.9.
In addition, for the synthetic experiments, we find that events with larger location errors also
have large empirical location uncertainties. We therefore infer that the empirical uncertainty
provides a realistic estimate of true uncertainty, and can be used for event selection.
2.5.2 Automation
Previous efforts by Cleveland & Ammon (2013) to perform systematic multiple-event surface-
wave relocations required a review of the earthquakes in a given region, to ensure that only
earthquakes with specific mechanisms were included, to try to minimize the effects of the
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radiation-pattern phase that we have addressed with source corrections. Since our method takes
into account the effects of each earthquake source mechanism, it is not necessary to implement
such restrictions on the events we link to be relocated. In the absence of these restrictions,
much of our relocation procedure can be automated. We can specify the latitude and longitude
ranges for a region of interest and little additional human input is required.
We use the empirical location uncertainty to assess quality of the new location for each
event. Events with large uncertainties may be omitted from further investigation or interpreta-
tion. A larger uncertainty limit will allow more events to be retained, but the location estimates
of the additional allowed events will likely be of lower quality. We have found that 5 km typ-
ically is a good threshold for identifying the small number of events with poor or uncertain
results.
For a practical demonstration of this automation, we return to the region near the Balleny
Islands that was visited in the Introduction and depicted in Figure 2.1. We selected all the events
in the Global CMT catalog through 2014 that fall within 64◦ S – 59◦ S and 148◦ E – 158◦ E.
The initial location estimates as well as location estimates relocated with source corrections
are shown in Figure 2.13. Of the 145 events selected for relocation, 11 were omitted on the
basis of having an empirical location uncertainty greater than 5 km. The remaining 134 events
had an average empirical uncertainty of 2.3 km with a standard deviation of 1.3 km. The
final average RMS travel-time residual was 3.03 s, 21% of the original value. The relocated
epicenters have separated into three distinct linear segments, consistent with three transform
segments, as is expected for this type of tectonic setting. An interesting observation is that
the southern half of the southern-most linear segment of seismicity appears to have two parallel
linear traces of seismicity, separated by approximately 10–20 km (Figure 2.14). This separation
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is not resolvable with the reported single-event locations, but is well resolved after relocation.
Cleveland & Ammon (2013) found a similar branching of seismicity in the southern Panama
Fracture Zone following careful event relocation.
2.6 Conclusions
We have presented a procedure that uses differential travel-time measurements from cross-
correlated surface-wave signals to produce precise relative location estimates for groups of
earthquakes. This procedure included the application of a source correction to the differential
travel-time measurements to mitigate phase shifts resulting from the surface-wave radiation
patterns and depths of the earthquakes. By correcting for the radiation pattern of the combined
source mechanisms, this method can be applied to regions with diverse populations of earth-
quakes. We have shown that this procedure can significantly improve relative location estimates
compared to single-event location estimates, as well as to surface-wave relocations that do not
incorporate source corrections.
We developed a procedure for estimating an empirical location uncertainty for each es-
timated epicenter. Based on comparisons to true location errors known from out synthetic
experiments, our empirical location uncertainty provides a useful estimate of actual location
errors that can be extended to relocations of real earthquakes.
We found that our method was optimized by using a combination of standard and source-
corrected travel times. The choice of which differential travel time to use is made objectively
depending on the correlation value for each one. This hybrid approach is well suited for re-
location efforts that include earthquakes for which the phase shift introduced by the source
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radiation pattern is small. We determined that a relocation using only source-corrected mea-
surements is susceptible to small errors in the source mechanism solutions used to calculate
the source corrections. Thus, it is evident that to make further improvements in surface-wave
location estimation, improvements in source parameters are required.
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Table 2.1: Source parameters for the synthetic earthquakes of Experiment 1. Moment-tensor
elements are given in units of 1017 N-m.
Event Depth (km) strike dip rake Mxx Myy Mzz Mxy Mxz Myz
1A 14.0 95.0 88.0 −0.3 −1.740 1.740 0.000 9.840 0.348 −0.030
1B 16.0 95.0 89.0 −1.0 −1.740 1.740 0.000 9.840 0.189 −0.159
1C 15.0 90.9 82.0 −1.2 −0.297 0.346 0.048 9.900 1.390 −0.192
1D 10.0 94.0 89.7 −5.1 −1.360 1.390 −0.030 9.870 0.113 −0.881
1E 17.0 87.7 87.4 −7.9 0.787 −0.690 −0.097 9.870 0.394 −1.380
1F 14.0 97.1 84.6 0.8 −2.470 2.410 0.061 9.650 0.911 0.240
1G 13.0 91.0 89.0 1.0 −0.355 0.349 0.006 9.990 0.178 0.171
1H 12.0 86.1 83.2 −7.3 1.320 −1.030 −0.289 9.780 1.100 −1.310
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Table 2.2: Locations and uncertainties for the earthquakes of Experiment 1. Latitude and
longitude are denoted as λ and φ, respectively.
Event True location Initial location Relocated, basic Location Relocated, corr. Location
λ φ λ φ λ φ Error (km) λ φ Error (km)
1A −0.500 0.250 0.000 0.500 −0.500 0.248 0.22 −0.498 0.250 0.22
1B −0.500 0.750 0.000 0.500 −0.498 0.746 0.50 −0.497 0.747 0.47
1C 0.000 −0.250 0.000 0.500 −0.004 −0.238 1.41 0.003 −0.246 0.56
1D 0.000 0.250 0.000 0.500 0.001 0.250 0.11 0.000 0.249 0.11
1E 0.000 0.750 0.000 0.500 0.011 0.745 1.34 0.001 0.751 0.16
1F 0.000 1.250 0.000 0.500 −0.004 1.251 0.46 0.001 1.245 0.57
1G 0.500 0.250 0.000 0.500 0.490 0.246 1.20 0.494 0.252 0.70
1H 0.500 0.750 0.000 0.500 0.504 0.752 0.50 0.497 0.752 0.40
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Table 2.3: Source parameters for the synthetic earthquakes of Experiment 2. Moment-tensor
elements are given in units of 1017 N-m.
Event Depth (km) strike dip rake Mxx Myy Mzz Mxy Mxz Myz
2A 10.0 90.8 41.0 −97.3 0.01 50.00 −50.00 −5.00 −5.00 7.00
2B 12.0 90.3 46.2 −75.5 0.01 50.00 −50.00 9.00 9.00 −2.00
2C 15.0 89.8 40.5 −88.6 0.01 50.00 −50.00 1.00 1.00 8.00
2D 9.0 91.3 50.2 −76.7 0.01 50.00 −50.00 8.00 8.00 −9.00
2E 18.0 91.0 80.8 91.6 0.01 −30.00 30.00 −2.00 −2.00 90.00
2F 16.0 87.2 79.8 86.3 0.01 −30.00 30.00 4.00 5.00 80.00
2G 19.0 92.9 76.9 95.3 0.01 −40.00 40.00 −6.00 −6.00 80.00
2H 17.0 91.7 83.8 92.2 0.01 −20.00 20.00 −3.00 −3.00 90.00
2I 30.0 90.9 69.2 92.2 0.01 −80.00 80.00 −3.00 −3.00 90.00
2J 29.0 88.3 69.2 85.7 0.01 −80.00 80.00 6.00 6.00 90.00
2K 31.0 89.7 69.2 89.3 0.01 −80.00 80.00 1.00 1.00 90.00
2L 32.0 92.6 69.3 96.4 0.01 −80.00 80.00 −9.00 −9.00 90.00
2M 50.0 90.3 61.0 91.0 0.01 −80.00 80.00 −1.00 −1.00 50.00
2N 54.0 92.3 61.2 98.5 0.01 −80.00 80.00 −9.00 −9.00 50.00
2O 48.0 91.5 59.9 95.6 0.01 −70.00 70.00 −5.00 −5.00 40.00
2P 52.0 90.5 61.9 91.7 0.01 −90.00 90.00 −2.00 −2.00 60.00
2Q 12.0 100.5 49.4 96.3 0.01 −50.00 50.00 −5.00 −5.00 7.00
2R 11.0 89.4 48.4 81.6 0.01 −60.00 60.00 6.00 6.00 7.00
2S 14.0 90.4 52.5 92.9 0.01 −30.00 30.00 −1.00 −1.00 8.00
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Table 2.4: Locations and uncertainties for the earthquakes of Experiment 2. Latitude and
longitude are denoted as λ and φ, respectively.
Event True location Initial location Relocated, basic Location Relocated, corr. Location
λ φ λ φ λ φ Error (km) λ φ Error (km)
2A 45.000 −175.000 45.000 −175.250 44.892 −174.948 12.69 45.000 −174.989 0.86
2B 45.000 −174.500 45.250 −174.500 44.899 −174.315 18.39 44.997 −174.485 1.23
2C 45.000 −174.000 45.000 −173.750 44.874 −173.919 15.39 44.993 −173.995 0.87
2D 45.000 −173.500 44.750 −173.500 44.888 −173.383 15.49 44.994 −173.498 0.69
2E 45.500 −175.000 45.500 −175.250 45.477 −175.031 3.52 45.500 −175.001 0.08
2F 45.500 −174.500 45.750 −174.500 45.463 −174.566 6.59 45.501 −174.505 0.41
2G 45.500 −174.000 45.500 −173.750 45.482 −174.041 3.77 45.497 −174.008 0.71
2H 45.500 −173.500 45.250 −173.500 45.468 −173.521 3.92 45.497 −173.506 0.57
2I 46.000 −175.000 46.000 −175.250 46.056 −175.040 6.95 46.005 −175.000 0.56
2J 46.000 −174.500 46.250 −174.500 46.047 −174.532 5.78 46.003 −174.504 0.45
2K 46.000 −174.000 46.000 −173.750 46.063 −174.047 7.89 46.003 −174.008 0.70
2L 46.000 −173.500 45.750 −173.500 46.057 −173.574 8.53 46.001 −173.509 0.70
2M 46.500 −175.000 46.500 −175.250 46.648 −175.036 16.69 46.503 −174.994 0.57
2N 46.500 −174.500 46.750 −174.500 46.645 −174.580 17.24 46.503 −174.502 0.37
2O 46.500 −174.000 46.500 −173.750 46.649 −174.008 16.58 46.502 −174.001 0.24
2P 46.500 −173.500 46.250 −173.500 46.629 −173.550 14.84 46.496 −173.508 0.76
2Q 45.750 −174.750 45.500 −174.850 45.666 −174.678 10.89 45.756 −174.738 1.15
2R 45.750 −174.250 46.250 −174.250 45.654 −174.264 10.73 45.752 −174.251 0.24
2S 45.750 −173.750 45.500 −173.650 45.691 −173.727 6.80 45.749 −173.750 0.11
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Figure 2.1: Focal mechanisms from the GCMT catalog (Ekström et al., 2012) plotted at the
initial (PDE) epicentral locations in a ridge-transform system near the Balleny Islands. The
gray line shows the Australia-Antarctic plate boundary according to Bird (2003).
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Figure 2.2: Epicenters, with focal mechanisms, before and after relocation of the events in
Experiment 1. The black square shows the initial epicentral location for all events. The focal
mechanisms are plotted at the locations of the epicenters after relocation, using the standard




Figure 2.3: Epicenters, with focal mechanisms, from Experiment 2. (A) Focal mechanisms
plotted at true epicenter locations. (B) Initial epicenters. (C) Focal mechanisms plotted at epi-
centers from relocation without source corrections. (D) Focal mechanisms plotted at epicenters
from relocation with source corrections. In (C) and (D), black squares show initial epicenters.
Centroid depths are give above each focal mechanism.
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Figure 2.4: Epicenters, with focal mechanisms, before and after relocation at the Blanco Trans-
form Fault Zone. (Top) Focal mechanisms are plotted at initial (PDE) locations. (Middle) Fo-
cal mechanisms are plotted at improved epicenters obtained using relocation procedure without
source corrections. (Bottom) Focal mechanisms are plotted at epicenters obtained using relo-
cation procedure with source corrections. In middle and bottom panels, black squares show
initial locations. Gray lines show plate boundary from Bird (2003).
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Figure 2.5: (Left column) Phases of the radiation patterns, in radians, for two example source
mechanisms representing (first row) a shallowly dipping plate-interface earthquake, SA, and
(second row) an upper-plate thrust-faulting earthquake, SB, and (third row) the phase of the
combined radiation pattern SA∗SB. (Right column) Measured differential travel times with











Figure 2.6: Two representations of location errors for the events in Experiment 1 for relocations
with (red) and without (blue) source corrections. The left-hand column shows histograms with
distributions of location errors, while the right-hand column shows event-by-event comparisons
in a scatter plot.
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Figure 2.7: Two representations of location errors for the events in Experiment 2 for relocations
with (red) and without (blue) source corrections. The left-hand column shows histograms with
distributions of location errors, while the right-hand column shows event-by-event comparisons
in a scatter plot.
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Figure 2.8: Two representations of location errors for the events in Experiment 2, comparing re-
locations with perfect source corrections and relocations with degraded source corrections. The
left-hand column shows histograms with distributions of location errors, while the right-hand
column shows event-by-event comparisons in a scatter plot. (A) and (B) show comparisons
between relocations with perfect source corrections (red) and source corrections calculated us-
ing imperfect depths (blue). (C) and (D) show comparisons between relocations with perfect
source corrections (red) and source corrections calculated using imperfect mechanisms (blue).
(E) and (F) show comparisons between relocations with good azimuthal station coverage (red)




















































Figure 2.9: Location errors (black bars) and empirical location uncertainties (red bars) are cen-
tered on the mean values for each of the relocation procedures used in Experiment 2, and extend
one standard deviation above and below the mean. The ‘No Correction’ datum is for epicenters
relocated without the use of source corrections. The ‘Perfect Correction’ datum is the same
but for epicenters relocated using source corrections with true source parameters. The ‘Depth
Error’ and ‘Mechanism Error’ data are for epicenters relocated using source corrections with
errors in depth and mechanism, respectively. The ‘Station Azimuth’ datum is for epicenters
relocated using only stations at azimuths of 0◦ – 180◦.
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Figure 2.10: Two representations of empirical location uncertainties for the events in the Blanco
Transform Fault Zone region. (Left) Distribution of empirical uncertainties for relocations with
(red) and without (blue) source corrections for each event. (Right) Scatter plot of empirical
uncertainties for each event.
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Figure 2.11: Location estimates for earthquakes of the Aleutian Island Arc. Black squares show
locations of epicenters following relocation without source corrections. Focal mechanisms are
plotted at locations of epicenters following relocation with source corrections. White line shows
plate boundary from Bird (2003).
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Figure 2.12: Two representations of empirical location uncertainties for the events in the Aleu-
tian Island Arc region. (Left) Distribution of empirical uncertainties for relocations with (red)
and without (blue) source corrections for each event. (Right) Scatter plot of empirical uncer-
tainties for each event.
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Figure 2.13: (Left) Initial location estimates of earthquakes in a ridge-transform system near
the Balleny Islands. (Right) Relocated location estimates of the same earthquakes near the
Balleny Islands.
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Figure 2.14: (Left) Initial location estimates (black squares) and relocated epicenters (red)
of earthquakes in the southern-most segment of the ridge-transform system near the Balleny
Islands depicted in Figure 2.13. (Right) Distribution of distances of each earthquake depicted
in the left-hand panel is perpendicular to the strike of the transform for initial locations (blue)
and relocated epicenters (red).
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Chapter 3
Improving Relative Earthquake Locations
in the Eltanin Fault System Using
Source-Corrected Surface Waves
Abstract
We examine the seismicity of the Eltanin Fault System over the last 40 years. The Eltanin Fault
System constitutes the largest offset of the spreading ridge that separates the Pacific and Antarc-
tic tectonic plates, and is comprised of three large transform faults: the Heezen transform, the
Tharp transform, and the Hollister transform. We examine the localization of seismicity on
each transform, the locations of earthquakes with atypical source mechanisms, and the spatial
extent of seismic rupture and repeating earthquakes on each transform. To improve estimates of
earthquake locations, we apply a recently developed surface-wave relocation procedure, which
incorporates source corrections to mitigate the effect of surface-wave radiation patterns, to the
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earthquakes associated with the Eltanin Fault System. We show how improved location esti-
mates enhance the ability to use earthquake locations to address geophysical questions.
The surface-wave relocation procedure constrains the relative locations of earthquakes, but
does not necessarily result in accurate absolute earthquake locations. To address this remaining
uncertainty, so as to enable more realistic geophysical interpretations related to the Eltanin Fault
System, we introduce a method to rotate the relocated epicenters to match sea-floor bathymetry.
Following rotation, the earthquakes are investigated in the context of their relationship with sea-
floor structure.
3.1 Introduction
In an analysis of the seismicity of the South Pacific Ocean, Sykes (1963) identified earthquakes
along a 1000-km-long offset of the oceanic ridge at approximately 55◦S. This offset is a ridge-
transform boundary comprised of three transform faults, now known as the Heezen, Tharp, and
Hollister transforms, as well as several spreading ridges. Together, these transforms constitute
the Eltanin Fault System (EFS). The present-day relative slip rate at the EFS is 75–80 mm
yr
,
calculated from plate-rotation poles and rates of DeMets et al. (2010).
One of the outstanding geophysical questions regarding the nature of rupture and slip along
major plate boundaries, such as the EFS, is how the expected moment resulting from long-term
relative plate motion is related to the accumulated moment through seismic rupture. Plate mo-
tion on major transform plate boundaries tends to be accommodated by aseismic slip, rather
than earthquake rupture (e.g., Bird et al., 2002; Boettcher & McGuire, 2009). The EFS fol-
lows this pattern, and there is a deficit in the seismic moment relative to that expected from
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long-term plate kinematics (Stewart & Okal, 1983). In order to identify which sections of the
transforms are slipping seismically, accurate earthquake location estimates are required. North
of the EFS, on several large transform faults within the East Pacific Rise, the identification of
repeating moderate earthquakes, and the analysis of their estimated repeat times, have advanced
understanding of the distribution and partitioning of seismic and aseismic slip on large oceanic
transform faults (e.g., McGuire, 2008; McGuire et al., 2012; Wolfson-Schwehr et al., 2014).
Similar approaches, using repeating earthquakes, have been applied to the EFS (i.e. Okal &
Langenhorst, 2000; Sykes & Ekström, 2012).
A simple model of vertical strike-slip faulting localized to a narrow zone within transform
boundaries is difficult to verify using earthquake location estimates based largely on fitting
body-wave arrival times to an assumed travel-time model, due to the large uncertainties in lo-
cation associated with oceanic earthquakes. An interesting feature, related to how localized
earthquake locations are to an associated transform fault, is the occurrence of earthquakes with
unusual mechanisms or locations that do not fit a simple model of vertical strike-slip faulting
localized to a narrow zone within the boundary transform. Wolfe et al. (1993) identified several
such earthquakes around the world, and some of these were associated with the EFS. The pres-
ence of normal-faulting earthquakes located off the main plate boundary was confirmed in more
recent studies to characterize the seismicity and coupling of the EFS (i.e. Okal & Langenhorst,
2000; Sykes & Ekström, 2012). Accurate locations of these anomalous events are important for
any geophysical interpretation of the mechanism or mechanisms responsible for them. Wolfe
et al. (1993) proposed several candidate mechanisms for these atypical earthquakes: recent
changes in plate motion, differential lithospheric cooling, and the development of a zone of
weakness along the fault zone. In their analysis, they could not find conclusive evidence that
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any of these mechanisms were active.
These tectonic issues can be investigated by studying earthquakes associated with these
plate boundaries. One limitation on the use of earthquakes to address these questions is the need
for accurate locations. Typically location uncertainties for teleseismic single-event locations
are 15− 20 km (e.g., Smith & Ekström, 1996; Antolik et al., 2001). Location errors of oceanic
earthquakes in global catalogs can commonly be more than 30 km (Sverdrup, 1987; Cronin &
Sverdrup, 2003). Consistent with this observation, earthquakes in the EFS have large location
uncertainties (Sykes & Ekström, 2012).
Efforts to improve the precision of location estimates by determining relative earthquake lo-
cations using body-wave observations (e.g., Jordan & Sverdrup, 1981; Waldhauser & Ellsworth,
2000) have been successful in continental settings. The lack of station coverage and relatively
small amplitudes of steeply diving P-waves, and the corresponding low number of arrival-time
observations, make body-wave approaches less successful for oceanic earthquakes. Relative
earthquake locations calculated using surface-wave observations are better suited for remote
oceanic regions.
Previous surface-wave relocation methods (e.g., Vandemark, 2006; McGuire, 2008; Cleve-
land & Ammon, 2013) require that relocated earthquakes have similar mechanisms. Surface-
wave radiation patterns include an azimuthally dependent phase shift, which may cause surface-
wave arrival times for neighboring earthquakes to be different, observed at a common station.
This can result in a bias in the measured differential travel time between the two earthquakes.
The surface-wave relocation procedure developed in Chapter ?? takes the phase shift into
account, and can be applied to populations of earthquakes that have a variety of source mecha-
nisms, by systematically applying source corrections to remove phase shifts caused by differing
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mechanisms. We apply this relocation method to earthquake in the EFS, and discuss the results.
3.2 Data & Methods
We define our study region as the region bounded by 58◦ S and 53◦ S in latitude and 145◦ W
and 121◦ W in longitude. This encompasses the EFS. Within this study region, we select the
events to consider from two different sources. For the period 1976–2009, we select the 178
events with centroid-moment-tensors (CMTs) calculated by Sykes & Ekström (2012) within
the EFS. These CMT solutions are a mix of recalculated solutions for events within the Global
CMT catalog (Ekström et al., 2012) and additional events that had no prior published source
mechanisms. For the period 2010–2017, we select the 108 events from the Global CMT cata-
log (Ekström et al., 2012). Sykes & Ekström (2012) noted that, based on magnitude-frequency
analysis of the earthquakes that fall within the study region, their catalog was complete for
earthquakes with MW > 6.0 from 1976–1990, and MW 5.4–5.5 from 1991 onward. We be-
lieve that our combined data set has the same magnitude of completeness for those time periods.
We gather waveform data from the IRIS Data Management Center (DMC) for every station in
the Global Seismographic Network (GSN). We process the extracted waveforms following the
procedure of Howe et al. (2018), and calculate relative location estimates of earthquakes in the
study region. Briefly, this procedure employs a double-difference method that makes use of
differential travel times of surface-wave arrivals recorded at teleseismic distances. Observed
displacement of surface waves at teleseismic distances can be expressed in the frequency do-
main as,
u(ω) = G(ω)× S(ω), (3.1)
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where the complex-valued function G(ω) contains propagation and receiver effects, and S(ω)
represents excitation that depends on source properties and elastic Earth structure.
The cross-correlation of two earthquakes, A and B, can then be written as,
CAB(ω) = GA∗GBSA∗SB. (3.2)
We divide both sides of equation 3.2 by the source terms, which are calculated using the CMT
parameters. We thus obtain a corrected cross-correlation function that is independent of the





By removing the source effects from the cross-correlation function, we can apply the relocation
procedure to a population of earthquakes with arbitrary source mechanisms. For an in-depth
description of the procedure, see Chapter ??.
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Relocations
We applied the relocation algorithm to earthquakes within the EFS. All of the 286 selected
events in the EFS were relocated in a single inversion. Initial and relocated epicenters are
shown in Figure 3.1A. The relocation distances ranged from 1.0 km to 148.1 km, with an
average relocation distance of 32.7 km. Statistical parameters for the event relocation distances
in the EFS are given in Table 3.1.
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We calculate empirical location uncertainties for all the events, through a method of sub-
sampling the available differential travel times as described in Chapter ??. The distribution
of empirical location uncertainties for relocated events in the EFS ranged from 0.3 km to
33.0 km, and had a mean of 2.4 km, with a standard deviation of 3.0 km. We note that there
were four events that had uncertainties larger than two standard deviations above the mean:
Events 197605162210A, 198406301140A, 199608110956A, and 201404092029C. Three of
these events are associated with the Tharp transform and one, 199608110956A, is an event
associated with the Hollister transform with a relocated epicenter separated far to the north of
the transform. For one of the events, the large location uncertainty is likely to be related to in-
terference of other signals. This event, 201404092029C, was the fourth and largest earthquake
in a sequence of five events that occurred in a time period of less than three hours. We believe
the large uncertainty of this event may be caused by interference from preceding events, the
closest of which temporally only preceded it by∼90 seconds. The other events in the sequence
were smaller and do not have a focal mechanism published in the Global CMT catalog, and
are thus not include in our analysis. We have found no clear reason for the large uncertainties
associated with the new locations of the three other events.
Hollister Transform
Of the three transforms, relocated epicenters of earthquakes associated with the Hollister trans-
form have the simplest geometry. Both initial and relocated epicenters are shown in Fig-
ure 3.2A. While the initial epicenters are very dispersed, the relocated epicenters indicate that
earthquakes are localized to a single linear segment of the Pacific-Antarctic (PA–AN) plate
boundary. The one exception to this is event 199608110956A, which has a relocated epicenter
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∼60 km northeast of the main transform. This is a strike-slip event and has the largest location
uncertainty of any event relocated in the EFS, at 32.6 km. We relocated 55 events within this
system. The relocation distances for these events ranged from 3.6 km to 136.6 km, with an
average relocation distance of 37.0 km. Statistical parameters for the event relocation distances
in the Hollister transform are given in Table 3.1.
Tharp Transform
The Tharp transform is the most active of the three transforms, containing about half of all
earthquakes in the EFS in the time period of this study. The geometry of the earthquake epi-
centers on this transform is more complex than on the Hollister transform. The seismicity is
localized on linear segments along the eastern and western ends of the transform, and the area in
between has several smaller clusters of seismicity. The seismicity that is present mid-transform
is more dispersed than at the ends. The initial and relocated epicenters of earthquakes associ-
ated with the Tharp transform are shown in Figure 3.3A. We relocated 129 events within this
system. The relocation distances for these events ranged from 1.0 km to 125.2 km, with an
average relocation distance of 30.8 km. Statistical parameters for the event relocation distances
in the Tharp transform are given in Table 3.1.
Heezen Transform
Seismicity associated with the Heezen transform, like that of the Tharp transform, is more lo-
calized to the eastern and western ends of the transform. Initial and relocated epicenters of
earthquakes associated with the Heezen transform are shown in Figure 3.4A. There are earth-
quakes notably offset from the linear transform geometry. Specifically, there are three normal-
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faulting events offset about 30–40 km from the eastern end of the transform (Figure 3.4B). We
relocated 102 events within this system. The relocation distances for these events ranged from
1.8 km to 148.1 km, with an average relocation distance of 32.8 km. Statistical parameters for
the event relocation distances in the Heezen transform are given in Table 3.1.
3.4 Discussion
3.4.1 Aligning Seismicity to Bathymetry
The relocation inversion constrains the location of each earthquake relative to neighboring
earthquakes. As with other double-difference relocation schemes, there is little constraint on
the absolute locations (e.g., Menke & Schaff, 2004). As described in Section 3.2, we impose the
constraint that the epicentroid of all the earthquakes remains fixed to prevent drift in absolute
location. Figure 3.5 shows the relocated epicenters plotted on bathymetry assembled by Ryan
et al. (2009) for earthquakes in the EFS. The relocated epicenters are shown in Figure 3.6. In
addition to a uniform translation of the relocated epicenters to match the bathymetry, the trend
of seismicity appears to have a different orientation than the strikes of the associated trans-
forms. Therefore, in addition to a uniform translation, we rotate the epicenters so that the strike
of the seismicity matches the strike of the bathymetry, using the procedure described below.
To align the relocated epicenters to our best approximation of their true locations, we as-
sume that seismicity is associated with the transform valleys of the EFS. Using bathymetric
data assembled by Ryan et al. (2009) for the EFS, we identify geographical coordinates that
span the transform valleys within the transform systems of the EFS. We perform three rotations
of the relocated epicenters to match transform bathymetry of the EFS. To maintain the relative
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locations of the earthquakes, we treat them as points on a rigid plate that we can move over the
surface of the earth. To do this, we rotate the epicenters around a sequence of poles of rotation,
similar to how relative motion between tectonic plates can be described.
The first rotation reconciles the strike of the transform seismicity with the strike of the asso-
ciated transform bathymetry. We use the epicentroid of the locations (55.099◦S , 129.328◦W)
as the pole of rotation. We estimate the angular displacement necessary to match the strike of
the Eltanin bathymetry by finding the difference between the strike of the Hollister seismicity
and Hollister bathymetry. We use the Hollister transform because it is the smallest of the three
transforms and has the simplest linear pattern of seismicity. We find that to match the strikes of
the seismicity and bathymetry, we must rotate the epicenters 3.5◦ counterclockwise about the
epicentroid.
The second rotation is to translate the epicenters in a direction perpendicular to the strike of
the transforms. To do this, we choose a pole of rotation a distance of 90◦ from the epicentroid of
the earthquakes, in the direction 90◦ counterclockwise from the azimuth from the epicentroid
of the earthquakes to the Euler pole for the PA–AN relative plate motion. The location of
the resulting pole of rotation is (12.36◦S , 21.90◦W). We choose the angular displacement
necessary to shift the epicenters as the average angular displacement between the seismicity
of each transform and the transform valley of each associated transform. We find that the
necessary angular displacement to match the seismicity to the bathymetry is 0.18◦ clockwise
about the chosen pole of rotation.
The third rotation we perform is to translate the epicenters parallel to the strike of the trans-
forms. The most prominent features we can use to constrain shifts parallel to the transforms are
the two spreading ridges that separate the three transforms. We rotate the earthquakes so that
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the epicenters do not extend beyond the ridges. For each ridge we find the angular displace-
ment that equates the distance of the closest transform earthquake to the associated ridge. For
example, the distance from the easternmost Hollister earthquake to the Hollister–Tharp ridge
is equal to the distance from the westernmost Tharp earthquake to the Hollister–Tharp ridge.
The pole of rotation we use for this transformation is the Euler pole of the PA–AN relative
plate motion (64.30◦S , 96.00◦W) (DeMets et al., 2010). The rotation we perform about this
pole, based on equating the distance from the ridge to the closest earthquakes on either side
of the ridge, is 0.12◦ clockwise. The relocated epicenters that have been rotated and translated
to align with the EFS bathymetry are shown in Figure 3.7. The shifted epicenters align well
with the bathymetry (Figure ??). The average distance between the relocated epicenters and
the transform valleys is 0.8 km. The strikes are well aligned between the seismicity and the
transform valleys. The seismicity is also confined to within each transform, meaning that the
earthquakes do not cross over the spreading ridges that offset the transforms.
3.4.2 Localization of Transform Seismicity
In this section we analyze the localization of the seismicity on the three main transforms of the
EFS. We characterize the localization of a group of earthquakes on a particular transform by
the spread of distances between the Euler Pole and each earthquake for a particular transform.
This characterization allows us to compare the differences in localization of initial epicenters
and relocated epicenters. We define the spread of the seismicity as the distance between the
10th and 90th percentile of each distribution.
In this analysis we want to include earthquakes only with focal mechanisms consistent with
transform motion, so here we omit earthquakes that do not have strike-slip geometry from our
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analysis. We define such earthquakes as those events with a dip of the null axis of the moment
tensor less than 45◦.
Hollister Transform
The spreads of the initial and relocated epicenters associated with the Hollister transform are
64.7 km and 4.3 km, respectively. This constitutes a reduction in spread by 93.4%. The reduc-
tion in spread from initial to relocated epicenters is significant, as we next discuss.
The distributions for both the initial and relocated epicenters are shown in Figure 3.9. Given
a typical estimated location uncertainty after relocation of ∼2–3 km, the spread of 4.3 km in-
dicates that the strike-slip earthquakes may be occurring on a single linear transform fault.
There is one outlier event, 199608110956A, that is not localized to the transform but is located
∼60 km to the north. None of the locations obtained in relocations using subsamples of the
travel times, which were used to calculate the uncertainty for this event, were located near the
main population of strike-slip earthquakes either. Thus, while this earthquake has a focal mech-
anism consistent with vertically dipping strike-slip motion, we believe this event is robustly in
a different location than those located on the transform. We classify this event as an intraplate
earthquake within the Pacific plate.
Tharp Transform
The spread of the initial and relocated epicenters associated with the Tharp transform are
53.6 km and 4.6 km, respectively. This constitutes a reduction in spread by 91.4%. The distri-
butions for both the initial and relocated epicenters are shown in Figure 3.10.
The estimated spread of seismicity in the Tharp transform is similar to that of the Hollister
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transform. We examine the eastern and western segments of the transform separately to inves-
tigate whether there is evidence of mid-transform spreading centers. We designate the section
of the transform east of 130.00◦E as the eastern segment and the section of the transform west
of 132.75◦W as the western segment. The spreads of seismicity on the eastern and western
segments are 4.1 km and 4.2 km, respectively. We measure an offset of 0.9 km between the two
segments perpendicular to the strike of the transform. This is smaller than a typical location
uncertainty of ∼2–3 km. The western segment is offset to the north of the eastern transform
which is opposite to what would be needed to accommodate a spreading center. An offset
on the Tharp transform that would shift a western segment to the north of an eastern segment
would necessarily result in compression due to PA–AN relative plate motion, but we do not
see any other evidence of compression here. Because of the small magnitude of the offset, we
believe the seismicity on the eastern and western segments of the Tharp transform is consistent
with the earthquakes occurring on the same main transform fall. There are similarities in the
localization of seismicity to that of the Hollister transform, but there are several differences
as well. The Hollister transform does not have any off-transform normal-faulting earthquakes.
The seismicity on the Tharp transform is segregated into active segments with numerous gaps
in the time period of this study that do not seem to host any seismic slip, while the Hollister
transform shows no evidence of aseismic segments.
Heezen Transform
The spread of the initial and relocated epicenters associated with the Heezen transform are
68.5 km and 8.1 km, respectively. This constitutes a reduction in spread by 88.2%. The distri-
butions for both the initial and relocated epicenters are shown in Figure 3.11. The spread of the
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relocated epicenters is larger than on either the Hollister or the Tharp Transform. We evaluate
the spread of seismicity at the eastern and western ends of the transform separately, just as
for the Tharp transform, to investigate whether the increased spread is due to the presence of
mid-transform spreading centers.
We designate the section of the transform east of 126◦W as the eastern segment and the
section of the transform west of 126◦W as the western segment. We find that seismicity in
the eastern segment has a spread of 4.3 km and the seismicity in the western segment has a
spread of 5.6 km. The spreads of the two separated segments are similar to those of the Tharp
transform segments. Moreover, we measure the offset between the eastern and western groups
as 5.7 km, which is larger than typical location uncertainties. Also, the western segment is
offset to the south of the eastern segment, which is expected if the segments are offset by a
spreading center. This is consistent with the findings of Lonsdale (1994), who described two
distinct lineations in the bathymetry of the Heezen transform separated by ∼5–10 km km by
several spreading centers between 126◦W and 125◦W.
Summary
In summary, while there are similarities in the seismicity of the three transforms there are also
distinctive differences. Isolated segments of each transform can be described as slip on one
linear transform fault based on the localization of seismicity. Within these segments, strike-slip
earthquakes are localized to a spread of ∼4–5 km. This spread is greatly reduced compared
to the spread of the initial locations, and even compared to the spread of the relocated epicen-
ters determined by Sykes & Ekström (2012), which we estimate to be 10–25 km on the three
transforms.
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While earthquakes that exhibit strike-slip motion on the Tharp transform are consistent
with occurrence on a single fault, there are several off-transform normal-faulting events. The
seismicity associated with the Heezen transform also includes off-transform normal-faulting
earthquakes, there is evidence that the transform earthquakes are localized onto at least two
segments offset by spreading centers. We present a comparison of the spread of seismicity
spread of all three transforms in Table 3.2. We conduct a more detailed analysis of the atypical
normal-faulting events associated with the Tharp and Heezen transforms in the next section.
3.4.3 Earthquakes not on Transforms
There are 13 earthquakes that we classify as non-transform events because the dip of the null
axis of the moment tensor was less than 45◦: 1 on the Hollister transform, 7 on the Tharp
transform, and 5 on the Heezen transform. In addition, there is one strike-slip event that is
located north of the Hollister transform that we believe to be an intraplate earthquake. Of these
13 non-transform earthquakes, 5 have relocated epicenters located within the linear trace of
each of the main transforms and may indicate the location of divergent plate motion and a
small spreading center.
The remaining 9 non-transform earthquakes occur >10 km from the lineation of the main
transform faults. The Hollister transform does not have any of these unusual events, but there
are 4 associated with the Tharp transform and 4 associated with the Heezen transform. Unusual
normal-faulting events been previously identified (e.g., Wolfe et al., 1993; Okal & Langenhorst,
2000) associated with the EFS, and accurate locations of these events are critical in the effort
to understand the geophysical context in which they occur. Given only the initial epicenters of
these events, it would be very difficult to distinguish them from ridge-offset events. We use the
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relocated epicenters of these events for further analysis.
Of the four unusual events associated with the Tharp transform, three of the events, 197605162210A,
052789A, and 012301K are located in a cluster 15–20 km south of the main Tharp transform
near 132◦W. One event, 101082B, is located approximately 25 km to the north of the trans-
form. All four events have extensional T–axes∼45◦–60◦ away from the strike of the transform.
Typically, normal-faulting events that accommodate the divergent motion of a ridge-transform
system have T–axes parallel to the transforms.
Three of the unusual events associated with the Heezen transform appear to be related
given that they occurred in close spatial proximity to each other (081684B, 080106B, and
200704060554A). All of these events are offset 25–50 km to the North of the western segment
of the Heezen transform. The locations of this cluster of unusual earthquakes match well with
a trough-like structure identified in the bathymetry analysis of Lonsdale (1994) (Figure 3.8).
The T–axes for these events are all >∼45◦ away from the strike of the transform, similar to the
orientations of the normal-faulting events on the Tharp transform.
The classification of the fourth event as an unusual event is ambiguous. Event 021778A is
located slightly to the western half of the transform and is offset about 15 km to the north of the
western segment of the Heezen transform. This event has a large location uncertainty, about
30 km, which is far greater than the average uncertainty for events in this study. Because of
this large uncertainty, we are not confident characterizing this event as associated with a mid-
transform spreading center or as an intraplate event. The orientation of the T–axis for this event
provides little indication which classification is correct. The orientation does not deviate as
far from the strike of the transform as the orientations of T–axes of earthquakes in the clusters
of normal-faulting events well to the north of the transform, but it is not clearly aligned with
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it either. The location of this particular event has been studied in the past (e.g., Wolfe et al.,
1993; Sykes & Ekström, 2012), because if it resulted from rupture of a small spreading ridge,
its location is well correlated with a large offset in the Heezen transform bathemetry (Lonsdale,
1994).
3.4.4 Repeating Earthquakes
As stated in Section 3.1, one geophysical characteristic of the EFS is the apparent deficit be-
tween the cumulative moment calculated from observed seismicity and what would be expected
given the relative plate motion between the PA and AN plates at this location of the PA–AN
plate boundary (i.e. Stewart & Okal, 1983; Sykes & Ekström, 2012). The analysis of the mo-
ment deficit carried out by Sykes & Ekström (2012) involved identifying repeating earthquakes
that had ruptured the same part of the transform segment multiple times. They found that a
30–42 km segment of the Heezen transform ruptured quasi-periodically in 8 MW > 5.9 earth-
quakes. Overall, they identified numerous well-coupled fault segments that had had repeat
times ranging ∼7–24 years. The initial epicentral locations of the earthquakes within the EFS
are poorly suited to identify repeat earthquakes on the basis of earthquake locations. However,
relocated epicenters of these earthquakes offer easier identification of which fault segments are
rupturing seismically and with what frequency.
As in Section 3.4.2, we include only earthquakes with strike-slip motion on the transforms
and exclude other events from our analysis. Figure 3.12 shows the time of each strike-slip
earthquake on the three transforms of the EFS plotted against the azimuth of the location of
each relocated epicenter from the PA-AN Euler pole. We plot the locations in this way to see
the distribution of earthquakes along the transforms from a perspective perpendicular to the
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transforms.
There are several notable spatial and temporal features of earthquakes associated with the
Heezen transform. One is that most larger events seems to be located on the eastern segment
of the transform. There is notably less seismicity in the western segment, with both fewer
and smaller-magnitude earthquakes than on the eastern segment. Just west of 154◦ there are a
series of events occurring within a narrow azimuthal range with magnitudes between 5.8–6.1,
with repeat times of approximately 2–5 yrs, with smaller events occurring in close proximity to
them with slightly higher frequency. Seismicity on this section of the fault culminates in a larger
MW ≥ 6.1 event near the end of the time window. This is the segment of the Heezen transform
identified by Sykes & Ekström (2012) as having isolated well-coupled seismicity. There are
also nine events with magnitudes greater than 6.1 that rupture consecutive segments of the fault
between 154◦ and 156◦, including two events in 2007 that ruptured in close proximity both in
space and time, where one event probably triggered another on a neighboring segment of the
fault. There are several sets of earthquakes that occur in close spatial and temporal proximity
and have similar magnitudes. We will refer to a pair of two such events as a double event.
On the Tharp transform, there are also quasi-periodic events with MW ≥ 6.1 just east of
150◦. Their periodicity appears to be bi-modal, with 5- and 10-year intervals, accompanied by
smaller events nearby. At 148◦, there is a segment that consistently ruptures in earthquakes
with magnitudes from 5.8–6.1. Early in this sequence, there is another double event around
1985.
The Hollister transform has earthquakes with MW ≥ 6.1 that rupture different segments of
the transform. The first two of these appear to be another double event near 146◦ in the early
1980s. There is also a double event consisting of two earthquakes with magnitudes between
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5.8–6.1. The locations of these events are closer together than the earthquakes in the larger
double event in the 1980s. Larger magnitude events would rupture larger segments of the fault
and thus would have greater distances between their centroid locations.
There are also several instances of either foreshocks or aftershocks evident. In contrast to
the double events noted above, there are several events that occur in close proximity at nearly
the same time, but fall within different magnitude ranges. These appear on all three transforms.
The most obvious ones are events with magnitudes between 5.8–6.1 that are located in close
proximity to one of the larger events with MW ≥ 6.1.
3.5 Conclusions
We have presented the application of the earthquake relocation procedure described in Howe
et al. (2018) to earthquakes in the Eltanin Fault System. The linear patterns of the relocated
epicenters are consistent with localization of strike-slip motion on narrow, linear fault zones.
The localization of seismicity indicates that transform motion on the Hollister and Tharp
transforms is consistent with slip on a single fault. There is also evidence, based on the lo-
calization of seismicity, that there is at least one spreading center that offsets the eastern and
western segments of the Heezen transform. When considered separately, the seismicity of the
eastern and western segments of the Heezen transform, like the Hollister and Tharp transforms,
suggests slip on a single, planar fault.
The Tharp and Heezen transforms include segments that are notably devoid of seismicity,
suggesting that slip on these segments occurs aseismically. These two transforms also host
normal-faulting events with distinctly different locations and geometries than is expected if
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they are associated with spreading centers within the transforms. These normal-faulting events
are offset from their associated transforms by>15 km and have T–axis orientations that deviate
from the strike of the transforms by >45◦.
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Table 3.1: Statistics of relocation vectors in the Eltanin Fault System, where D is the distribu-
tion of distances between initial and relocated epicenters.
Region Events Relocated Dmean Dmedian Dstd Dmin Dmax
Eltanin 289 32.6 27.4 22.8 1.8 148.1
Hollister 55 37.0 31.6 23.9 3.5 136.8
Tharp 132 30.5 25.3 22.1 1.8 125.2
Heezen 102 32.8 28.7 22.9 1.8 148.1
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Table 3.2: Spread of seismicity within each transform of the Eltanin Fault System.
Region Events Relocated Spread before relocation [km] Spread after relocation [km]
Hollister 52 64.7 4.3
Tharp 125 53.6 4.6
Tharp - West 18 - 4.2
Tharp - East 83 - 4.1
Heezen 97 68.5 8.1
Heezen - West 15 - 5.6
Heezen - East 82 - 4.3
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(A) (B)
Figure 3.1: Epicenters before and after relocation of the earthquakes in the EFS. The gray line
shows the Pacific-Antarctic plate boundary according to Bird (2003). (A) Black squares show
the initial epicentral locations for all events and red circles are the relocated epicenters. (B)
Focal mechanisms are plotted at the locations of the epicenters after relocation.
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(A) (B)
Figure 3.2: Epicenters before and after relocation of the earthquakes in the Hollister transform.
The gray line shows the Pacific-Antarctic plate boundary according to Bird (2003). (A) Black
squares show the initial epicentral locations for all events and red circles are the relocated
epicenters. (B) Focal mechanisms are plotted at the locations of the epicenters after relocation.
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(A) (B)
Figure 3.3: Epicenters before and after relocation of the earthquakes in the Tharp transform.
The gray line shows the Pacific-Antarctic plate boundary according to Bird (2003). (A) Black
squares show the initial epicentral locations for all events and red circles are the relocated
epicenters. (B) Focal mechanisms are plotted at the locations of the epicenters after relocation.
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(A) (B)
Figure 3.4: Epicenters before and after relocation of the earthquakes in the Heezen transform.
The gray line shows the Pacific-Antarctic plate boundary according to Bird (2003). (A) Black
squares show the initial epicentral locations for all events and red circles are the relocated
epicenters. (B) Focal mechanisms are plotted at the locations of the epicenters after relocation.
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Figure 3.5: Initial epicenters of Eltanin earthquakes plotted against bathymetry assembled by
Ryan et al. (2009). (Blue) Strike-slip earthquakes and (Green) Normal-faulting earthquakes.
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Figure 3.6: Relocated epicenters of Eltanin earthquakes plotted against bathymetry assembled
by Ryan et al. (2009). .
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Figure 3.7: Relocated epicenters of Eltanin earthquakes, after adjustment to align epicenters
to bathymetric features, plotted against bathymetry assembled by Ryan et al. (2009). (Red)
Strike-slip earthquakes and (Green) Normal-faulting earthquakes.
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Figure 3.8: Relocated epicenters of earthquakes in the Heezen Transform, after adjustment to
align epicenters to bathymetric features, plotted against bathymetry assembled by Ryan et al.
(2009). (Red) Strike-slip earthquakes and (Green) Normal-faulting earthquakes.
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Figure 3.9: Distribution of distances of strike-slip earthquakes perpendicular to the Hollister
transform. Blue bars denote initial epicenters and red bars denote relocated epicenters.
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Figure 3.10: Distribution of distances of strike-slip earthquakes perpendicular to the Tharp
transform. Blue bars denote initial epicenters and red bars denote relocated epicenters.
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Figure 3.11: Distribution of distances of strike-slip earthquakes perpendicular to the Heezen
transform. Blue bars denote initial epicenters and red bars denote relocated epicenters.
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Figure 3.12: Time of each transform earthquake on the three transform of the EFS plotted
against the azimuth of the location of each relocated epicenter from the PA-AN Euler pole.
Symbol sizes scale with the moment magnitude of the earthquake, as shown by the scale on the
right side. The black dashed lines denote approximate ridge locations. Symbols are colored




Vertical Source Scaling in Seismic Source
Models of Underground Nuclear
Explosions
Abstract
The mb −MS discriminant has been a successful method used to determine whether seismic
events are earthquakes or underground nuclear explosions (UNEs). The physical basis for the
success of this method, which relies on differences between amplitudes of body waves and
surface waves, is not fully understood. Better understanding is relevant today because recent
underground nuclear tests in North Korea are not well discriminated by the traditionalmb−MS
method. To investigate differences between amplitudes of body waves and surface waves gen-
erated by explosions, we analyze observations for 71 well-recorded underground nuclear tests
that were conducted between 1977-1989 at the Balapan test site near Semipalatinsk, Kaza-
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khstan in the former Soviet Union. We combine revised mb values and earlier long-period
surface-wave results with a new source model, which allows the vertical and horizontal forces
of the explosive source to be different. We introduce and solve for a scaling factor between
vertical and horizontal forces in the explosion model, to reconcile differences between body
wave and surface wave observations. We find that the estimated scaling factor is well corre-
lated with the scaled depth of burial for UNEs at this test site. We use the modified source
model to estimate the scaled depth of burial for the 71 UNEs considered in this study.
4.1 Introduction
The capability to discriminate between earthquakes and underground nuclear explosions (UNEs)
is important for nuclear monitoring and nuclear security. Several techniques have been de-
veloped to identify whether observed seismic waveforms are generated by earthquakes or by
UNEs. One such discrimination technique makes use of the observation that high-frequency
body waves and long-period surface waves have different relative amplitudes for explosions
than for earthquakes. One way to describe these observations quantitatively is to compare the
body-wave magnitude,mb, and the surface-wave magnitude,MS , for a particular seismic event.
For moderate-magnitude earthquakes, mb and MS tend to be similar, but this is not typically
the case for UNEs, for which MS tends to be smaller than mb (e.g., Liebermann & Pomeroy,
1969; Marshall & Basham, 1972). This is the basis for themb−MS discriminant, which allows
one to differentiate between earthquakes and underground explosions.
While this relationship between body-wave and surface-wave observations has been used
routinely for decades, there is still debate about the physical mechanisms that lead to the success
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of the method. The debate is still relevant today, because recent underground nuclear tests in
North Korea are not well discriminated by traditional mb −MS methods (e.g., Selby et al.,
2012). A better understanding of how body and surface waves are generated by UNEs may
offer insight into why the North Korean events do not follow the typical pattern.
To understand the surface waves and body waves generated by UNEs, it is necessary to
understand the physical processes that radiate seismic energy from an underground explosive
source. In the immediate vicinity of the explosion, deformation behavior is non-linear and
includes phenomena such as rock vaporization and cavity formation. At some distance away
from the point of the explosion, the source medium behaves elastically. This distance is called
the elastic radius, and has been found to be proportional to the cube-root of the explosive
yield (e.g., Mueller & Murphy, 1971; Denny & Johnson, 1991). The generation of seismic
waves has been modeled as resulting from a sudden increase in pressure on the surface of a
sphere, the radius of which is the elastic radius. In a seismological context, such a model can
be described by an isotropic moment tensor.
Mueller & Murphy (1971) used this basic mechanism to develop two models for the gener-
ation of seismic waves from UNEs. Both models provide relationships between yield, material
properties, and the seismic source spectrum. One of the models includes the effects of the
burial depth of the explosion and predicts an enhancement of high-frequency waves relative to
low-frequency waves for explosions at shallower depths.
Although not directly related to elastic radius, practical containment concerns dictate that
the burial depth of UNEs also scale with the cube-root of the expected maximum credible
explosive yield. Thus the scaled depth of burial, which we will denote as h˜, is defined as the
burial depth divided by the cube-root of the explosive yield, measured in kilotons (kT).
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Body-wave amplitudes, which are directly related to mb, agree well with predictions from
models of the generation of seismic waves by UNEs (e.g., Mueller & Murphy, 1971). A
number of studies (e.g., Murphy et al., 1989; Murphy, 1989; Murphy et al., 1991) have shown
that mb is well correlated with UNE explosive yield. The lack of understanding related to the
mb−MS discriminant is therefore mainly with the amplitudes and generation of surface waves.
The release of tectonic strain has been a leading candidate as the source of anomalous sur-
face waves. The primary indication of tectonic release is the presence of Love waves in signals
generated by UNEs. If the only source radiating seismic energy were an isotropic explosion,
Love waves would not be generated. The tectonic strain release is thought to be triggered
in near proximity to the explosion. It could be caused by several different mechanisms. Ar-
chambeau (1972) proposed that fractured rock in the proximity of the explosion can radiate
seismic waves. It has also been suggested that if there is strain accumulated on nearby faults,
the explosion may trigger motion on those pre-existing faults (Aki & Tsai, 1972).
Murphy (1977) noted anomalous surface-wave observations while comparing the Mueller-
Murphy models to ground-motion data from UNEs conducted at the Nevada Test Site (NTS),
recorded at near-regional, regional and teleseismic distances. The modified Mueller-Murphy
model, which is dependent on both the explosive yield, W , and burial depth, h, fit observed
ground motions better than the depth-independent model. Predicted near-field and far-field
amplitudes fit observed body-wave amplitudes well. However, surface-wave amplitudes did
not fit the predicted ground motions well. Murphy concluded that the source must be more
complex than a simple spherically symmetric explosion. He proposed that some unaccounted-
for non-isotropic source must be responsible for the discrepancy in surface-wave observations.
He noted that one possible source may be spallation at the surface above an explosion.
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Observations of anomalous surface waves have been made for explosions at the Semi-
palatinsk Test Site (STS) in the former Soviet Union. For example, Rygg (1979) and Helle
& Rygg (1984) made three distinctive observations from surface-wave recordings of several
UNEs at the STS. (1) Amplitudes of Rayleigh-wave arrivals did not match predictions, even
to the point where the polarity was reversed for some events. It is expected that Rayleigh-
wave arrivals from UNEs will have positive polarity, but for some events negative polarities are
recorded. (2) There was an apparent phase delay of several seconds for Rayleigh-wave arrivals.
(3) Significant Love waves were detected for several events. Again, the proposed mechanism
for these observations was the release of tectonic strain (Helle & Rygg, 1984).
To investigate whether a model of a combination of an isotropic explosive source and a tec-
tonic double-couple strain release could reconcile the surface-wave observations with available
estimates of yield, Ekström & Richards (1994) analyzed 78 UNEs at the STS from 1977 –
1989. They preferred a pure dip-slip mechanism to represent the tectonic release, but found
that removing the tectonic-release contributions to the observed surface-wave amplitudes did
not help in terms of reconciling differences between body-wave and surface-wave yield es-
timates. By allowing a variable rake to the tectonic release mechanisms, they were able to
produce agreement, but the best-fitting double-couple mechanisms had strike directions that
were more variable than what would be expected within a regionally consistent stress field, and
Ekström & Richards (1994) rejected this explanation. Figure 4.1 shows one of the key results
of Ekström & Richards (1994), in which yield estimates from surface waves are plotted against
those estimated from body waves. The proximity of the points to the 1-to-1 line indicates the
level of agreement between body-wave and surface-wave observations. As the figure shows,
the agreement is poor, and for many events the difference between yield estimates is greater
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than a factor of two.
In a different attempt to explain anomalous surface-wave observations from UNEs, Patton
(1991) suggested that even the inclusion of triggered tectonic release was insufficient to explain
the observed seismic waves, and proposed that a non-isotropic source, additional to tectonic
release, is generated within the source medium between the shot point and the free surface
by the explosion. More recent work has further developed this idea (e.g. Patton & Taylor,
2008) and Patton & Taylor (2011). Specifically, the additional seismic source is proposed to
result from shock-wave interference in the source medium above the shot point, bulking and
void creation, processes that can be modeled as a compensated linear vector dipole (CLVD)
moment-tensor source. Patton & Taylor found evidence supporting this model from UNEs at
the NTS.
In this paper, we revisit body-wave and surface-wave observations for UNEs at the STS
with the purpose of developing a better understanding of the discrepancies between yields
estimated from body-wave amplitudes and surface-wave amplitudes illustrated in Figure 4.1.
We make use of the surface-wave data set collected and analyzed by Ekström & Richards
(1994), together with recently revised body-wave magnitudes for UNEs at STS. We follow
the approach of Ekström & Richards, but extend the source model to include a parameter that
quantifies a potential non-isotropic character of the explosion. In practical terms, this source
model is similar to the model proposed by Patton (1991) and Patton & Taylor (2008, 2011).
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4.2 Data
We analyze observations for 71 underground nuclear tests of the 78 that were conducted be-
tween 1977–1989 at the Balapan test site, also called the Shagan River test site, near Semi-
palatinsk, Kazakhstan in the former Soviet Union. Ekström & Richards (1994) were not able to
obtain results for the remaining 7 events. We use locations and origin times for all UNEs from
Thurber et al. (2001), who used a combination of precise relative location methods and ground-
truth crater locations from satellite imagery to assess the quality of event locations determined
by the International Seismological Centre (ISC). The locations are distributed over three dis-
tinct sub-regions of the Balapan region of the STS. The southwest sub-region is thought to be
geologically distinct from the northeast sub-region (e.g., Ringdal et al., 1992), with a transi-
tion zone extending between them. We also make use of burial-depth information compiled
and collected for 23 of the UNEs by Patton (2016). We list source parameters in Table 4.1.
4.2.1 Body Waves
We use reported body-wave magnitudes for each UNE to calculate an estimate of the explosive
yield. In their earlier study, Ekström & Richards (1994) used mb values published by Ringdal
et al. (1992) to estimate the yields of the UNEs, using the magnitude-yield relationship mb =
4.45 + 0.75× log (W ) (Murphy et al., 1991; Ringdal et al., 1992), where W is the yield in kT.
Since that study, Peacock et al. (2017) has published revised mb values for all of the UNEs
included here. While both sets of magnitudes were based on joint maximum-liklihood methods,
Peacock et al. used updated data-processing methods and considered their revised mb values
to be higher quality. We use the new mb values to estimate the explosive yield, using a new,
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calibrated mb −W relationship, described in Section 4.3.
4.2.2 Surface Waves
To characterize the long-period surface-wave radiation of each UNE, we use the source pa-
rameters U1, U2 and U3 determined by Ekström & Richards (1994). The U1, U2 and U3 val-
ues describe the surface-wave radiation pattern of each UNE, and were shown by Ekström &
Richards to provide a good prediction of the relative amplitudes and azimuthal variations of
long-period surface waves in the period band 18 – 60 s.
Aki & Richards (1980) define U1, U2 and U3 as values that describe the azimuthal depen-
dence of the radiation pattern of a seismic source. U1 is the coefficient of the component of the
radiation pattern that is independent of azimuth. U2 is the coefficient of the cos 2φ and sin 2φ
terms for Rayleigh waves and Love waves, respectively, where φ is azimuth. U3 is the coeffi-
cient of the sin 2φ and − cos 2φ terms for Rayleigh waves and Love waves, respectively. If the
contribution of the radiation pattern attributed to the explosive source is considered to be inde-
pendent of azimuth, U2 and U3 must come from additional sources such as tectonic release. In













U3 = Mxy, (4.3)
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where α and β are the P-wave and S-wave velocities of the source medium, respectively, and
Mij are the moment-tensor elements for the seismic source. Ekström & Richards (1994) chose
to ignore the vertical dip-slip components, Mxz and Myz, of the moment tensor in their anal-
ysis because there are no significant contributions to the long-period seismograms from these
elements for shallow sources. We make the same assumption regarding the vertical dip-slip
components in our analysis in Section 4.4. As will be discussed in Section 4.4, we note that the
U1, U2, U3 values determined by Ekström & Richards are relative, and that a scaling factor is
required to convert them to absolute values of moment.
Ekström & Richards (1994) compared their results with the subset of events also analyzed
by Given & Mellman (1986). They found good agreement with long-period surface-wave radi-
ation between the two studies. Thus, disagreement between surface-wave and body-wave yield
estimates are not likely due to inaccurate measurements, but rather the lack of a source model
that fully describes the surface-wave radiation.
4.3 Updated Magnitude - Yield Relationship
Revised body-wave magnitudes have recently been published for UNEs conducted at the Bal-
apan test site in the former USSR (Peacock et al., 2017), and we use these to calculate an
estimate of UNE yield. However, there is a systematic shift in the revised body-wave magni-
tudes by up to several tenths of a magnitude unit in the positive direction, with respect to the
results of Ringdal et al. (1992) (Figure 4.2B). Without adjusting the proportionality constants
in the mb −W relationship, this shift would lead to systematic shifts in the inferred yields of
the UNEs. We have independent constraints on the yields of the UNEs, so we can revise the
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magnitude-yield relationship developed previously for the STS (Murphy et al., 1991; Ringdal
et al., 1992).
To calibrate an updated mb −W relationship, we use annual cumulative yields for all of
the UNEs conducted at the STS between 1964 – 1989 (Mikhailov et al., 1996; Khalturin et al.,
2001). The announced cumulative yields include tests that were conducted at the Muzhik and
Degelen Mountain sites of the STS. While tests at these locations were not included in our
study, the inclusion of these tests do not have a large effect on the results since the largest
UNEs, which dominate the annual cumulative yield, were carried out at the Balapan site.
We compare the announced cumulative yield for each year to a predicted cumulative yield










where WY is the annual cumulative yield, Wi is the yield of the ith UNE, mb,i is the body-wave
magnitude of the ith UNE, c and a are the slope and intercept of the magnitude-yield relation-
ship, respectively, andN is the number of UNEs each year contributing to the cumulative yield.
We choose to retain the slope of 0.75 from the original magnitude-yield relation for the STS
because the nearly systematic shift of the mb values for these UNEs will affect the intercept of
the relationship, but not necessarily the slope. We use a grid search through intercepts, a, to
minimize the L2 norm between the cumulative announced and predicted yield for each year.
For a slope fixed at 0.75, the minimum of the L2 norm is reached with an intercept equal to
4.55. A comparison of the announced cumulative yields to the cumulative yields predicted by
the new magnitude-yield relationship is shown in Figure 4.3, which shows good agreement be-
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tween announced and predicted yields. We calculate a measure of uncertainty for the intercept
of the new magnitude-yield relationship by adding random variations to the mb values used in
the inversion, using the mb uncertainties published by Peacock et al. (2017). We recalculate the
intercept 10,000 times. We define the uncertainty as the standard deviation of the distribution of
the 10,000 intercept values. This results in an uncertainty of 0.0091 magnitude units. The small
intercept uncertainty reflects the small mb uncertainties used to calculate it, and also that each
data point is a the cumulative yield for many UNEs. Thus a new magnitude-yield relationship,
appropriate for themb values reported by Peacock et al. (2017), ismb = 4.55+0.75× log (W ).
Figure 4.2B shows yield estimates using the revised mb values and the revised magnitude-
yield relationship and published by Ekström & Richards (1994). It is apparent that these re-
visions do not improve the agreement between yield estimates from mb and MS . In fact, the
RMS misfit between yield estimates is larger with the new mb values, indicating the agreement
is worse with the new mb values and earlier inferred yields from surface waves.
4.4 Approach and Methods
On the basis of the good agreement obtained between published cumulative annual yields and
those calculated based on the most recent compilation of body-wave magnitudes, we now con-
tinue the analysis under the assumption that the explosive yield estimates from mb are good.
We also believe that the U1, U2 and U3 values give an accurate representation of the surface-
wave radiation patterns of the UNEs. Thus, we develop a model that relates the surface-wave
amplitudes to body-wave yield estimates.
As mentioned in Section 4.2.2, the values U1, U2 and U3 from Ekström & Richards (1994)
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that we use in our analysis are relative measurements, and a scaling factor is required to relate
U1, U2 and U3 to the moment tensor elements of each of the UNEs. We designate this scal-
ing factor K, and henceforth we include it in expressions relating surface-wave amplitudes to
moment-tensor elements.
From the results of Ekström & Richards (1994), we know that the UNE source model of
the superposition of an isotropic explosive source with a source resulting from the release of
tectonic strain does not reconcile surface-wave and body-wave yield differences unless you al-
low for a range of strikes and rakes of the double-couple representations of the strain release
that may be unrealistic. While the addition of a pure dip-slip or pure strike-slip double-couple
source is not sufficient, we retain such a source in our generalized source model. From relation-
ships given by Aki & Richards (1980), to include tectonic release in our analysis, we express
U1, U2, and U3 as,
K · U1 = A1Mzz + 1
2
(Mxx +Myy − 2Mzz)− A2 · 1
2
M0 sin 2δ cosλ (4.5)
K · U2 = −M0(sin δ cosλ sin 2Φ− 1
2
sin 2δ cosλ cos 2Φ) (4.6)
K · U3 = M0(sin δ cosλ cos 2Φ + 1
2
sin 2δ sinλ sin 2Φ) (4.7)










and where δ, λ, Φ, and M0 are the dip, rake, shear-dislocation strike, and moment, respectively,
of the representative double-couple mechanism that characterizes the tectonic release.
To simplify these expressions further, we use notation introduced by Ekström & Richards




{M0 sin δ cosλ}






M0 sin 2δ sinλ}
= U2 cos 2Φ + U3 sin 2Φ (4.11)





DS · U3 − SS · U2
DS · U2 + SS · U3 ), (4.12)
Using this notation, we can describe two extreme cases of tectonic release. The case where
the tectonic release is characterized by purely dip-slip motion can be described by a solution
with SS = 0. The other extreme case, where tectonic release is characterized by purely strike-
slip motion, can be described by a solution with DS = 0. The DS term is maximized, at
fixed M0 and λ, for a thrust mechanism with a dip of 45◦ and is zero for a vertically dipping
mechanism.
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We use this notation to combine equations 4.5 and 4.11:
K · U1 = A1Mzz + 1
2
(Mxx +Myy − 2Mzz)− A2 ·K ·DS (4.13)
We then group the U -related terms on one side of the expression and the moment-related terms
on the other side:
K{U1 + A2 ·DS} = A1Mzz + 1
2
(Mxx +Myy − 2Mzz) (4.14)
Note that the expression only depends on DS, and not SS. Recall that U1 describes the isotropic
component of the surface-wave radiation pattern. A pure thrust mechanism will contribute an
isotropic component to the radiation pattern. A strike-slip mechanism will not.
At this point, if we chose to model the explosive source as isotropic (Mxx = Myy = Mzz),
one term on the right side of equation 4.14 would drop out. We choose not to do this, allowing
a divergence from the traditional assumption that seismic energy is radiated isotropically from
the explosion source of UNEs. It may be the case that explosive energy radiates from the ex-
plosion isotropically, but seismic radiation results from the deformation of the source medium.
Resistance to deformation may be different in different directions, for example because motions
near the source are stronger in a particular direction. One example is the case of spallation at
the surface above a UNE. In the case of spallation, resistance to deformation in the vertical
direction is less than in the horizontal directions.
We choose to disregard potential variations with azimuth, and set Mxx = Myy = MH ,
allowing variations only between the horizontal and vertical directions. To implement this in
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Defined in this way, a value of C = 1 refers to an isotropic explosive source. If MH > Mzz
then C < 1, and if Mzz > MH then C > 1.
We now replace Mxx, Myy, and Mzz with combinations of C and MH by combining equa-
tions 4.14 and 4.15,
K · {U1 + A2 ·DS} = MH{1 + C(A1 − 1)} (4.16)
However, we do not have information about the moment-tensor elements of the UNEs. We
do have yield estimates from the body-wave calculations in Section 4.3. We want to relate
the surface-wave amplitudes (U1, U2, U3) to explosive yield. We can do this by first relating




(Mxx +Myy +Mzz) (4.17)






We can now combine equations 4.16 and 4.18, to relate the surface-wave amplitudes to
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explosive moment,
K · {U1 + A2 ·DS} = MEX 3{1 + C(A1 − 1)}
2 + C
(4.19)
At this point, we note that if we assume the condition of an isotropic explosion (C=1), equa-






·DS} = MEX , (4.20)
which is the same as equation (23) in Ekström & Richards (1994), where their definition of MI
is the same as our definition of MEX .
We now relate MEX to explosive yield by introducing a scaling factor L such that,
MEX = L ·W (4.21)
Using L, we can relate the U -values to explosive yield as,
K · {U1 + A2 ·DS} = (L ·W )3{1 + C(A1 − 1)}
2 + C
(4.22)
For clarity, we move L to the other side of the equation to combine it with K.
K
L












·DS} = W, (4.24)
which is the same as equation (28) in Ekström & Richards (1994).





We can think of γ as a scaling factor that relates a measure of the surface-wave amplitudes to
the explosive yield for each UNE. We must use caution because in general γ is not constant.
Following the depth-dependent model of Mueller & Murphy (1971), γ would only be constant
if all UNEs were carried out at the same depth, and otherwise would scale as h−1/3. To illus-
trate this behavior qualitatively, imagine several UNEs with the same explosive yield buried at
different depths. Deeper explosions will create smaller cavities than shallower ones due to the
increased overburden pressure. Smaller cavities will generate smaller surface-wave amplitudes,
reflecting a smaller explosive moment (e.g., Richards & Kim, 2005).
There are now two unknowns in the relationship between the surface-wave amplitudes and
the explosive yield: γ and C. From equation 4.24, we can isolate each one and express it in
terms of the other source parameters:
γ =
3(1 + C(A1 − 1))
2 + C
· W




γ − 3 · (A1 − 1) · WU1+A2·DS
(4.27)
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There is a trade-off between γ and C, and to proceed we need to know something about the
behavior of these two parameters. We calculate an empirical estimate of γ by assigning a
C value to a designated reference event and calculating a γ value for that event. To choose
a reference event, we make use of burial depths that have been published for some of these
UNEs. As the overburden pressure increases, we expect differences between the vertical and
horizontal forces in the explosion source to diminish. In other words, as the scaled depth of
burial h˜ becomes large, we expect C to approach a value of 1.0. With this in mind, we choose
the event with the largest scaled depth of burial, and set C = 1.0 for this event. We chose event
090289 as our reference event, resulting in the empirical estimate of γ = 0.12806. For the case
of purely strike-slip tectonic release, we must use a different estimate of γ, since it is dependent
on DS. If we assume DS = 0, then γ = 0.0689 for our reference event.
Recall that we expect γ to vary as h−1/3, so it is important investigate the implications of
holding γ fixed for our analysis of C. Is there information in the C values of each UNE that
cannot be determined through the evaluation of γ alone? Since we know the depths of several
UNEs (see Table 4.1), we can estimate the γ values for each UNE for the case of an isotropic
explosion (C = 1.0), and assess how well we can predict the explosion depths based on how γ
varies between each UNE.
We calculate the ratio of the each γ value to that of the reference event 090289. Using the
ratio of γ values for UNEs with known depths, we calculate the predicted depth for each event
as,




The predicted depths based on variations in γ are shallow, with an average depth of 23.9 m,
compared to the average true depths of these UNEs of 514.0 m. We find that the predicted
depths underestimate the true depths for every event. Thus, the conditions necessary for vari-
ations in γ to explain the data are unphysical and there must be important information in the
C parameter that is not captured in γ. Consequently, for further analysis we set γ to be con-
stant, and calculate the empirical C values required to explain the data. We realize that γ is not
constant in general, so in Section 4.6 we investigate how variations in γ affect our estimates of
C.
4.5 Results
Using equation 4.27 for the case of dip-slip tectonic release (DS 6= 0) as well as for the case
of strike-slip tectonic release (DS = 0), we can now solve for the scaling factor, C, for the 71
UNEs introduced in Section 4.2. The C parameter can be thought of as an additional source
parameter that characterizes the explosive source. By finding a value for each explosion, we
reconcile the surface-wave yield estimates with those derived from mb.
For the case of purely dip-slip tectonic release, the distribution of C values for all events
is shown in Figure 4.4A. For every event, C falls between 1.00–2.50. The mean value of
the distribution of C values is 2.07 with a standard deviation of 0.19. Additional statistical
characteristics of this distribution of C values are listed in Table 4.2A.
For the case of purely strike-slip tectonic release, the mean value of the distribution of C
values is 2.14 with standard deviation of 0.30. For every event, C falls between 1.00–3.16. The
distribution, for the case of strike-slip tectonic release, is shown in Figure 4.5A. In general, the
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C values for the case of strike-slip tectonic release have a slightly larger mean and standard
deviation than those for the case of dip-slip tectonic release.
Out of the 71 UNEs we examined, Ekström & Richards (1994) identified 34 events with
the highest quality waveform signals. The distribution of C for only these events is shown in
Figure 4.4B. For the dip-slip case, the mean value of this distribution of C values is 2.01 with a
standard deviation of 0.20. Additional statistical characteristics of this distribution of C values
are listed in Table 4.2A. The distribution of C values for the best events is very similar to that
of the distribution of all events, with a slight shift towards smaller C values. For the strike-slip
case, the distribution of C for the 34 UNEs with highest-quality waveforms has a mean and
standard deviation of 2.06 and 0.25, respectively. The distribution of C for the highest quality
events, for the case of strike-slip tectonic release, is shown in Figure 4.5B. Consistent with the
comparison of all 71 UNEs, in the case of strike-slip tectonic release, the mean and standard
deviation of C values is slightly larger than for the dip-slip case. The statistical characteristics
of the distribution of C values for strike-slip tectonic release are listed in Table 4.2B. Because
the distributions of C values for the case of strike-slip tectonic release have larger spreads, we
choose to restrict further analysis to the case of purely dip-slip tectonic release.
To calculate uncertainties for C, we randomly sample different values of U1, U2 and U3
using their published uncertainties σ1, σ2 and σ3. We do the same for the mb values that are
used to calculate the yield. The mb uncertainties are published by Peacock et al. (2017). We
define the uncertainty, σC , as the width of the distribution between the 25% – 75% quantiles
of the calculated C values from re-sampling U1, U2, U3, and mb 10,000 times. We use quan-
tiles instead of the standard deviation of the distribution because there is no guarantee that the
distributions are gaussian.
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To understand the physical mechanisms that influence and determine C for each UNE, we
attempted to identify any relationship or correlation that C might exhibit with known source
parameters. The source parameters we choose to investigate are time, explosive yield, location,
and scaled depth of burial.
To assess the time-dependence of C, we plot C against the date of each UNE in Figure 4.6.
From 1977–1986 there is no clear correlation between C and time, with most C values falling
around a mean value just above 2.0. There is a noticeable gap in time without any events in
1986. This corresponds to the temporary moratorium of UNE testing in that year. After 1986,
C appears much more scattered and several UNEs have much lower C values than any prior to
1986.
To examine the relationship between C and explosive yield, we plot C against the estimated
yield of each UNE in Figure 4.7. While there is be a slight trend of larger C for large explosive
yield, there is not much variation for events with yields greater than 50 kT. Below 50 kT, there
is more variability in C, especially for the events with the lowest yield. C values for these
events fall below the mean of C values for the other events. Uncertainties in C also tends to
be larger than average for the smallest events, which is to be expected. Smaller events will
be recorded by fewer stations and will also have lower signal-to-noise ratio than larger events.
Overall, we characterize the relationship as weak.
Using locations from Thurber et al. (2001), we plot the C values for each UNE at the
geographical coordinates where the test was conducted in Figure 4.8. There is not a clear
visual relationship between C and location. Perhaps there is more scatter in C values to the
northeast, where UNEs with the largest and the smallest C values are located. In contrast, there
appears to be less scatter in the southwest, with a high proportion of UNEs with near-average
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C values.
In Figure 4.9, we plot C against h˜ for the UNEs with published burial depths. There is
clear indication of a correlation between C and h˜. C appears to be inversely correlated with h˜,
decreasing as h˜ increases. This is our main result, and we explore it further in Section 4.6.
4.6 Discussion
4.6.1 C and Scaled Depth of Burial
The relationship between C and scaled depth of burial in Figure 4.9 appears to be consistent
with the mechanism we proposed in the development of our model. The trend of C decreasing
as h˜ increases, corroborates the assumption we made, when estimating L, that events with
larger h˜ would have smaller values of C. If the elastic deformation resulting from from the
explosion source is non-isotropic it is likely related to the confining pressure at the shot point,
which is depth dependent. We assumed that at shallow depths, resistance to deformation in
the vertical direction is smaller than in the horizontal direction. Spallation and venting are
examples of deformation in the vertical direction being much different than deformation in the
horizontal direction. As h˜ increases, we expect the differential elastic deformation to diminish,
resulting in C approaching one.
In light of this apparent relationship between C and h˜, several features in Figure 4.6 and
Figure 4.7 can be explained. There were several UNEs conducted after 1986 with C values
much lower than earlier UNEs. It is worth noting that several tests in the last few years of
testing (1987–1989) were intentionally overburied to reduce the chance of contamination of
radioactive material into the atmosphere. That is, h˜ was higher for these tests than for most
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other UNEs at this test site. Rather than having very large burial depths, the easiest way to
increase h˜ is to decrease the expected explosive yield of the tests. Thus, many of the low-yield
events may have large h˜. In Figure 4.7, the low-yield events, which may correspond to large h˜,
have below-average C values. A high value for h˜ would also result if explosive yield is smaller
than anticipated. For successful containment of a UNE, the depth of the explosion would be
chosen based upon the maximum expected credible yield, but if the UNE ended up having a
lower yield than expected one result would be a large scaled depth of burial.
Using the relationship between C and h˜, we can estimate h˜ for every UNE in this study.
While the expression that relates C and h˜ may be complicated, we can approximate the rela-
tionship as linear within the range of C values we find for the UNEs in this study. Thus we fit
a line through the points in Figure 4.9 by using a linear least-squares inversion. The resulting
relationship between C and h˜ is,
C = (−0.0057)× h˜+ 2.7439, (4.29)
or equivalently,
h˜ = (−175.44)× C + 481.39. (4.30)
The mean value of the distribution of h˜ values for all UNEs in this study is 117.37 m3√
kT
with a
standard deviation of 33.31 m3√
kT
. For the 34 events with highest-quality waveforms, the mean
value is 127.19 m3√
kT
with a standard deviation of 35.52 m3√
kT
. Additional statistical characteristics
of this distribution of h˜ values are listed in section (E) of table 4.2. The procedure used to
calculate uncertainties for h˜ is the same as that used for calculating σC for C. We randomly
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sample different values of C using our calculated uncertainties σC . We define the uncertainty,
σC , as the width of the distribution between the 25% – 75% quantiles of the calculated h˜ values
from re-sampling C 10,000 times.
As with our analysis of C, we plot h˜ against date and explosive yield in Figure 4.10 and
Figure 4.11, respectively. In the plot of h˜ against time, we can see that most events have h˜
below 150 m3√
kT
, but there is a notable increase for the latest several events for which h˜ is larger.
This is consistent with the knowledge that the last several events were intentionally overburied.
Upon examining h˜ plotted against explosive yield, several features are apparent. Uncertainties
in h˜ are largest for UNEs with low yields and smallest for UNEs with high yields. This is
reasonable, as high-yield events are expected to have larger signal-to-noise ratios than low-
yield events leading to better signal quality. h˜ values follow this trend as well. The largest
estimated h˜ values are for UNEs with the lowest explosive yield. Another feature, which can
also be seen in the statistics of the distribution of h˜ values, is that for a given range of yields,
the mean of h˜ values for the highest quality events seems to be greater than for the UNEs not
classified as high quality. One possible explanation for this is that events with larger h˜ have low
C values. Lower C values indicate that the explosive source is simple, approaching the classic
model of an isotropic source which would have C = 1.
The relationship between h˜ and C would also affect differences in mb and MS . UNEs
detonated at with small h˜ would generate a relatively large cavity resulting in a large mb. C
would have a large value as well, which would decrease the value of the second term in equa-
tion 4.5, resulting in smaller values of U1. Decreasing U1 would result in a smaller MS . On
the other hand, UNEs detonated with relatively large h˜ would have the effect of decreasing mb
and increasing MS . This may the reason that the recent North Korea UNEs did not follow the
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historicalmb–MS discriminant. Overburied UNEs would tend to have more similarmb andMS
values than those of shallowly detonated UNEs.
4.6.2 The Effect of Scaled Depth of Burial on γ
In Section 4.4, we discussed the potential depth dependence of γ. In light of the correlation ofC
with h˜, we must examine how realistic variations in γ would affect the estimated C values. To
assess the dependence of C on variations in γ, we employ the scaling relationship developed by
Mueller & Murphy (1971) between amplitude and depth of burial. At the longest period they
explored, 10 seconds, amplitude was proportional to h−1/3. For UNEs for which the source
depth is known (see Table 4.1), we can estimate γ using the γref value and the depth of burial
(href ) of our reference event 090289 as the reference point:
γ = γref · ( h
href
)−1/3 (4.31)
We then recalculate the C values for each UNE with known source depth, using the modified
depth-dependent γ values. The modified C values, compared to the original estimates, are
shown in Figure 4.12. The effect we see is that for most UNEs the original C values underes-
timate the C values that incorporate depth-dependent γ values. For all UNEs the correction is
small, and the correlation between C and h˜ is still evident.
4.6.3 Variations in Elastic Properties
Our analysis has, so far, examined how the surface-wave radiation patterns from UNEs can
be used to estimate C. From equation 4.8 and equation 4.9, we see that there is also some
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dependence on the elastic structure of the source material in which the UNEs are conducted.
The velocity structure affects both the relationship between U1 and explosive yield as well as
calculations to determine C for all the UNEs we investigated. In our analysis, we used the same
values of α and β as Ekström & Richards (1994) of 5.0 km/s and 2.7 km/s, respectively. We
therefore investigate what effect variations in α and β have on estimates of C.
Measurements made during the depth-of-burial experiment (NNC, 1996; Patton et al., 2005),
which was conducted at STS in conjunction with chemical explosions to close unused vertical
boreholes, revealed a slightly different shallow velocity structure. At 500 m depth, α and β
were measured as 4.55 km/s and 2.56 km/s, respectively. When we use these values as in-
puts, the mean and standard deviation of the distribution of calculated C values for 71 UNEs
were 2.30 and 0.24, respectively. The distribution of C for the 34 UNEs with highest-quality
waveforms has a mean and standard deviation of 2.23 and 0.25, respectively. These values of
C are slightly higher than for those that were based on the velocity values from Ekström &
Richards (1994), and are similar to those of the case of strike-slip tectonic release. The statis-
tical characteristics of the distribution of C values using these velocities are listed in section
(C) of Table 4.2. In general, the correlation between C and h˜ discussed in Section 4.6.1 is not
affected by changing the velocity structure in this way.
4.6.4 Variations in Sub-Regional Properties
We can examine sub-regional variations in α and β, based on geological distinctions between
the northwest and southeast sub-regions of the test site. By analyzing the dispersion of short-
period, fundamental-mode Rayleigh waves generated by explosions in the depth-of-burial ex-
periment, Bonner et al. (2001) determined separate velocity structures for the northeast and
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southwest sub-regions of the Balapan test site. In the northeast, β was estimated as 2.25 km/s
at 500 m depth. In the southwest, β was estimated as 2.95 km/s. Using a Poisson ratio of 0.27
from Patton et al. (2005), at 500 m depth, we calculate α for the northeast and southwest as
4.01 km/s and 5.26 km/s, respectively. Ringdal et al. (1992) also separated the Balapan site
into distinct sub-regions, and introduced correction factors to the magnitude-yield relationship
that shifted the intercept depending on which sub-region the UNE was conducted in. To assess
possible effects on C, we adopt the same correction factors to our updated magnitude-yield
relationship for all the STS events depending on their location. When estimating the yield,
events in the northeast sub-region will have the intercept in their magnitude-yield relationship
decreased 0.1 magnitude units. Events in the southwest sub-region will have the intercept in
their magnitude-yield relationship increased by 0.05 magnitude units. For events in the transi-
tion zone between the two sub-regions, the intercept in their magnitude-yield relationship will
be decreased by 0.02 magnitude units.
We calculate C values using the adjusted yields and elastic wave velocities appropriate for
the sub-region in which the event is located. The mean and standard deviation of the distribution
of C values for 71 UNEs using this velocity structure were 2.19 and 0.26, respectively. The
distribution of C for the 34 UNEs with highest-quality waveforms has a mean and standard
deviation of 2.10 and 0.24, respectively. These values are slightly higher than those for the
original velocity values, having similar characteristics to the case of strike-slip tectonic release.
The statistical characteristics of the distribution of C values, using velocities dependent on the
sub-region the test was conducted in, are listed in section (D) of Table 4.2.
There are not significant differences between the characteristics of each sub-region to cal-
culations using a velocity structure independent of sub-region. The spread of the distribution
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pertaining to each sub-region is actually larger than those of the original estimates of C using
the same velocities of Ekström & Richards (1994) for all sub-regions. Larger C values are
found in the northeast sub-region than in the southwest sub-region. Thus, the mechanism re-
sponsible for C may be dependent on site conditions, but changing the velocity structure to be
specific to each sub-region does not affect the depth-dependent characteristics of C values in
different sub-regions.
4.6.5 Uniqueness of C
We believe it is important to acknowledge the similarities and differences between the scaling
factor, C, used in the analysis of this study, and another source parameter, K, developed to
complement the proposed additional seismic source of late-time damage (e.g., Patton & Taylor,
2008, 2011), not to be confused with the K parameter we used in Section 4.4 to scale surface-
wave amplitudes to moment. Patton definesK ≡ 2Mzz
Mxx+Myy
, which is essentially the same as our
definition of C unless Mxx and Myy are different from each other. The processes they describe
and the implications of their values are different though. The physical mechanism that K
describes is an additional seismic source, apart from the explosion or tectonic release, generated
within the medium between the point of the explosion and the free surface. The mechanism
that is described by C is the asymmetric elastic deformation surrounding the explosion itself.
Patton calculates K directly from the moment-tensor elements of the UNE, whereas C is a
parameter that we have estimated to achieve agreement between body-wave and surface-wave
yield estimates by allowing the vertical and horizontal elastic deformation from an explosive
source to vary with respect to one another. These two proposed mechanisms are not mutually
exclusive and it is possible that either or both may be present in the generation of seismic waves
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from UNEs. If we had taken Patton’s approach and estimated K by calculating elements of the
moment tensor for each UNE, we would see a correlation with h˜, as we do with C.
4.7 Conclusions
We have developed a model for underground nuclear explosions that allows elastic deformation
in the medium around the explosion to be non-isotropic. We defined the scaling factor C as the
ratio between the vertical and horizontal elements of the representative moment tensor of the
explosion, and calculated C values that reconcile body-wave and surface-wave yield estimates
for 71 underground nuclear tests at the Balapan sub-region of the Semipalatinsk Test Site of
the former Soviet Union, from 1977–1989. We did find that C values in the northeast sub-
region of the STS were slightly larger, on average, than those in the southwest sub-region.
We did not find systematic relationships between C and Time, except that several of the latest
events had C values that fall below the mean of the general population. These same events
also had the lowest explosive yield explosive yield. These anomalous events were important in
discovering a correlation between C and h˜ since they had large burial depths, despite having
low yields. We have established a strong correlation between C and scaled depth of burial for
22 events with published burial depths, with C decreasing as the scaled depth increases. Thus,
the ratio of vertical to horizontal elastic deformation is greatest at shallowest scaled depths,
which is consistent with our hypothesis that C would increase as resistance to deformation in
the vertical direction decreased at shallow depths.
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Table 4.1: Source parameters for 71 UNEs in this study. for which burial depths have been published. Columns 2 and 3 are the locations of
UNEs used in Figure 4.8 given by Thurber et al. (2001). Column 6 contain depths compiled in the electronic supplement of (Patton, 2016)
and column 7 are the associated scaled depths of burial h˜, in units of m
kT1/3
, using the estimated yields frommb values published by Peacock
et al. (2017) and the mb −W relationship developed in Section 4.3.
Location (Patton, 2016) Predicted
Event latitude longitude mb Yield (kT) Depth (m) h˜ C σC h˜ σh˜
090577 50.056 78.914 5.87 58.26 2.34 0.06 69.96 12.66
102977 50.052 78.980 5.69 32.61 2.25 0.09 86.11 22.06
113077 49.967 78.874 5.96 76.80 387 91.05 2.21 0.06 92.58 13.54
061178 49.913 78.802 5.91 65.26 1.97 0.07 134.14 16.40
070578 49.900 78.867 5.85 54.79 2.16 0.06 101.39 14.67
082978 49.928 78.867 6.04 95.50 2.23 0.03 89.69 7.91
091578 50.006 78.967 6.05 99.08 2.16 0.04 102.18 8.62
110478 50.042 78.947 5.67 30.95 1.85 0.08 155.67 18.26
112978 49.953 78.795 6.06 103.12 2.16 0.03 101.03 7.94
020179 50.081 78.853 5.41 14.10 2.22 0.07 91.92 15.11
062379 49.915 78.846 6.27 197.70 2.20 0.02 94.96 5.48
070779 50.033 78.989 5.92 66.48 2.08 0.08 115.20 18.43
080479 49.903 78.888 6.24 177.01 2.16 0.03 101.91 6.38
081879 49.948 78.919 6.29 210.86 2.32 0.01 74.39 3.43
102879 49.997 78.995 6.04 97.87 530 115.01 2.02 0.05 125.55 10.59
120279 49.910 78.784 6.11 120.23 2.14 0.04 104.66 8.69
122379 49.932 78.753 6.25 185.35 2.29 0.02 79.35 3.90
061280 49.989 78.991 5.62 26.96 2.17 0.07 99.63 15.61
062980 49.949 78.818 5.77 42.85 2.18 0.04 97.52 8.54
091480 49.937 78.797 6.29 208.29 2.18 0.03 98.05 7.11
101280 49.968 79.022 5.97 78.46 475 110.95 1.99 0.05 130.65 12.22
121480 49.909 78.918 6.03 93.47 2.09 0.04 114.04 9.00
122780 50.062 78.975 5.91 65.66 2.31 0.04 74.99 9.55
032981 50.018 78.979 5.60 25.43 1.96 0.07 136.06 16.45
042281 49.899 78.808 6.03 94.62 2.09 0.04 113.73 9.68
052781 49.987 78.971 5.42 14.59 2.19 0.08 95.58 18.65
091381 49.913 78.894 6.21 162.43 530 97.14 2.14 0.04 105.05 8.38
Continued on next page ...
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Location (Patton, 2016) Predicted
Event latitude longitude mb Yield (kT) Depth (m) h˜ C σC h˜ σh˜
101881 49.928 78.845 6.09 113.76 525 108.35 2.12 0.05 108.16 12.42
112981 49.902 78.849 5.70 34.57 1.97 0.10 133.94 23.21
122781 49.933 78.778 6.30 218.11 2.23 0.02 89.12 5.56
042582 49.917 78.888 6.16 139.74 2.18 0.03 98.51 7.61
083182 49.914 78.761 5.29 9.61 1.77 0.27 168.69 62.13
120582 49.931 78.810 6.15 134.28 2.13 0.03 106.04 7.83
122682 50.063 78.994 5.69 32.71 2.14 0.11 104.49 24.54
061283 49.925 78.898 6.10 116.23 2.05 0.05 121.38 11.37
100683 49.925 78.751 6.04 96.09 2.05 0.05 120.31 12.46
102683 49.913 78.822 6.14 129.82 2.04 0.05 121.89 11.35
021984 49.896 78.743 5.78 43.12 1.89 0.10 148.32 23.86
030784 50.050 78.956 5.66 30.48 2.01 0.06 128.27 15.09
032984 49.911 78.927 5.95 74.24 2.06 0.05 118.20 12.89
042584 49.936 78.850 5.94 72.22 540 129.67 1.99 0.06 130.72 15.03
071484 49.910 78.877 6.19 154.17 2.14 0.03 104.69 7.74
102784 49.935 78.928 6.27 195.28 2.22 0.02 90.42 5.24
120284 50.006 79.009 5.85 53.95 2.03 0.06 124.69 13.16
121684 49.946 78.808 6.18 148.14 540 102.06 2.09 0.03 113.20 8.12
122884 49.880 78.704 6.04 96.68 2.21 0.03 92.54 6.05
021085 49.899 78.780 5.93 68.76 1.91 0.06 145.09 13.99
042585 49.927 78.881 5.96 75.63 2.13 0.04 107.50 10.50
061585 49.909 78.843 6.11 119.86 2.21 0.03 92.10 6.80
063085 49.864 78.669 6.02 89.81 527 117.68 2.13 0.04 106.70 10.17
072085 49.950 78.784 5.97 78.70 466 108.74 2.10 0.04 112.05 9.91
031287 49.935 78.829 5.44 15.23 375 151.29 1.76 0.12 171.46 28.57
040387 49.918 78.780 6.24 177.01 2.08 0.04 114.93 8.91
041787 49.878 78.669 6.03 92.90 2.09 0.05 114.02 11.23
062087 49.935 78.744 6.14 130.62 2.24 0.02 87.90 4.49
080287 49.881 78.875 5.88 59.89 526 134.44 2.06 0.05 118.35 12.20
111587 49.899 78.758 6.06 103.75 2.01 0.04 126.96 9.08
121387 49.963 78.793 6.16 141.91 530 101.61 2.13 0.03 106.36 6.76
Continued on next page ...
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Location (Patton, 2016) Predicted
Event latitude longitude mb Yield (kT) Depth (m) h˜ C σC h˜ σh˜
122787 49.880 78.725 6.11 119.86 530 107.49 2.18 0.03 98.91 6.63
021388 49.937 78.864 6.14 130.22 2.15 0.03 103.74 6.44
040388 49.908 78.908 6.14 130.62 2.12 0.04 109.26 8.83
050488 49.950 78.750 6.19 152.76 530 99.15 2.13 0.06 106.64 13.98
061488 50.019 78.961 4.84 2.41 271 202.03 1.64 0.20 191.95 48.82
091488 49.878 78.823 6.11 118.39 651 132.58 2.08 0.03 115.32 7.69
111288 50.043 78.969 5.24 8.22 1.79 0.15 165.3 34.7
121788 49.882 78.925 5.93 68.34 642 157.03 1.83 0.07 159.27 15.55
012289 49.940 78.819 6.08 107.98 580 121.8 2.07 0.04 116.8 8.36
021289 49.919 78.711 5.80 46.85 572 158.67 1.84 0.07 157.45 16.92
070889 49.868 78.780 5.57 22.70 550 194.25 1.82 0.07 161.22 16.72
090289 50.006 78.986 4.92 3.09 402 276.13 1.00 0.21 303.3 49.81
101989 49.922 78.908 5.98 79.68 628 145.94 1.99 0.05 131.35 11.62
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Table 4.2: Characteristics of the distributions of C values and h˜ values for variations in elastic
structure and tectonic release mechanisms.
CMean CMedian σC CMin CMax
(A) Dip-Slip Tectonic Release (DS 6= 0 , γ = 0.12806)
All Events 2.07 2.12 0.19 1.00 2.34
34 Best Events 2.01 2.06 0.20 1.00 2.23
(B) Strike-Slip Tectonic Release (DS = 0 , γ = 0.0689)
All Events 2.14 2.15 0.30 1.00 3.16
34 Best Events 2.06 2.10 0.25 1.00 2.47
(C) Velocities from Patton et al. (2005)
All Events 2.30 2.36 0.24 1.00 2.66
34 Best Events 2.23 2.29 0.25 1.00 2.51
(D) Sub-Region Velocities from Bonner et al. (2001)
All Events 2.19 2.24 0.26 1.00 2.64
34 Best Events 2.10 2.16 0.24 1.00 2.41
Northeast 2.22 2.28 0.38 1.00 2.64
Transition Zone 2.22 2.25 0.19 1.82 2.57
Southwest 2.16 2.22 0.21 1.63 2.50
(E) h˜ h˜Mean h˜Median σh˜ h˜Min h˜Max
All Events 117.37 109.26 33.31 69.96 303.3
34 Best Events 127.19 118.27 35.52 89.12 303.3
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of yield estimates from body-wave and surface-wave amplitudes,
adapted from figure 9 of Ekström & Richards (1994). The upper-most black dashed line de-
picts where yield estimates would plot if the ratio of surface-wave yield estimates to body-wave
yield estimates were 2 : 1. The middle and lower-most black dashed lines are for ratios of 1 : 1
and 1 : 2, respectively.
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Figure 4.2: (A) Comparison of mb values published by Peacock et al. (2017) and Ringdal et al.
(1992). (B) Comparison of body-wave and surface-wave yield estimates using the revised mb
values from Peacock et al. (2017) and the updated magnitude-yield relationship are plotted as
red crosses. For comparison, the blue crosses are the previous estimates from figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.3: Annual cumulative yields for UNEs at the STS from 1964 to 1989. A comparison
is shown for each year between the announced yields (red bars) to the predicted cumulative
yields (blue) using the revised mb values of Peacock et al. (2017).
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Figure 4.4: Distributions of C values calculated for UNEs conducted that the Balapan test site
using a dip-slip model for tectonic release. (A) Distribution of C values for all 71 tests analyzed
in this study. (B) Distribution of C values for 34 tests determined by Ekström & Richards (1994)
to have the highest-quality waveforms.
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Figure 4.5: Distributions of C values calculated for UNEs conducted that the Balapan test site
using a strike-slip model for tectonic release. (A) Distribution of C values for all 71 tests
analyzed in this study. (B) Distribution of C values for 34 tests determined by Ekström &


























Figure 4.6: C values of each UNE plotted against the date of the event. The magnitude of the
error bars are σC , as described in the text, for each UNE. The red squares are the 34 events


















Figure 4.7: C values of each UNE plotted against the explosive yield of the event. The magni-
tude of the error bars are σC , as described in the text, for each UNE. The red squares are the 34
events identified as having the highest-quality waveforms.
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Figure 4.8: C values plotted at the locations of each associated UNE used in this study. The
color of each point designates the value of C from blue (minimum C value) to red (maximum
C value) according to the scale on the right side of the plot.
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Figure 4.9: C values of each UNE for which we have burial depths, plotted against h˜. The size


























Figure 4.10: Predicted h˜ of each UNE plotted against the date of the event. The magnitude of
the error bars are σh˜, as described in the text, for each UNE. The red squares are the 34 events
identified as having the highest-quality waveforms. The h˜ used to derive the fit, calculated from
the burial depths given by Patton (2016) scaled by yields estimated from the magnitudes given


















Figure 4.11: Predicted h˜ of each UNE plotted against the explosive yield of the event. The
magnitude of the error bars are σh˜, as described in the text, for each UNE. The red squares are
the 34 events identified as having the highest-quality waveforms. The h˜ used to derive the fit,
calculated from the burial depths given by Patton (2016) scaled by yields estimated from the
magnitudes given by Peacock et al. (2017), are plotted as blue diamonds.
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Figure 4.12: C values of each UNE for which we have burial depths, plotted against h˜. The
black symbols are that same as in Figure 4.9 calculated under the assumption a constant value




We have presented analyses of relative measurements of long-period surface-waves, and how
these signals can be used to improve our understanding of seismic sources. In doing so, we have
provided a new method for estimating precise relative earthquake locations, as well as described
a new seismic source model for underground nuclear explosions that reconciles body-wave and
surface-wave observations.
In Chapter 2, we presented a procedure that uses differential travel-time measurements
of long-period surface waves to produce precise relative earthquake-location estimates. We
demonstrated the effectiveness of this procedure using synthetic experiments as well as real
earthquake data. We also introduced an empirical estimate of location uncertainty that is well
correlated to true location error basds on synthetic experiments.
In Chapter 3, we relocated epicenters of earthquakes in the Eltanin Fault System (EFS) us-
ing the procedure described in Chapter 2. The lineation and localization of relocated epicenters
show that transform motion on the Hollister and Tharp transforms is accommodated by slip on
a single linear fault, while analysis of the seismicity on the Heezen transform shows that there
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is at least one spreading center that offsets the eastern and western segments of the Heezen
transform, inferences that could not be made with catalog locations.
We also confirmed the presence of several intraplate earthquakes, most of which are normal-
faulting events with tension axes that deviate from the spreading direction of Pacific-Antarctic
relative plate motion.
We demonstrated that improved estimates of epicenters are valuable in determining the
nature of seismic slip on the three transforms. We identified segments of the transforms that
appear to be seismically well coupled, as well as several segments that have had little seismic
rupture in the past 40 years.
We hope that the relocation procedure we have developed will be used by researchers in the
future to aid in producing improved estimates of earthquake locations. We note that the quality
of location estimates is limited by the quality of source parameters used to make corrections
to cross-correlation functions of differential travel times. Improvements in the ability to esti-
mate accurate event location is dependent on improvements in the characterization of source
mechanisms.
In Chapter 4, we used relative surface-wave amplitudes for 71 underground nuclear explo-
sions (UNEs) at the Semipalatinsk Test Site in Eastern Kazakhstan to develop a new seismic
source model to reconcile body-wave and surface-wave observations. We showed that the scal-
ing factor C that we introduced is well-correlated with the scaled depth of burial of UNEs.
This relationship offers insight into traditional mb–MS discrimination methods, and also pro-
vides the context to understand why the mb–MS discriminant may not be successful in certain
situations. An implication of this work is that the amplitudes of long-period surface waves
are highly sensitive to source depth for explosions that are detonated close to Earth’s surface,
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thereby limiting their use for yield estimation, unless the depth is known. This work also opens
the possibility of obtaining independent constraints on the depth of burial of UNEs.
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